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ABSTRACT
The role of master plans at botanical gardens was studied for the purpose of identifying
particular characteristics in successfiU master plan implementation. Twenty existing
master plans were analyzed to provide background information about typical content,
format, and professionals involved with development of master plans. In addition, fifty
surveys were conducted with Directors of botanical gardens and arboreta. Twenty
questions were posed to the Directors to define the extent of master plan implementation
(i.e. use) at the garden and to identify the factors that affect implementation. Loglikelihood ratio tests (G tests) were performed to evaluate the data. Eighty-eight percent
of the institutions surveyed reported that they implement a master plan at the garden.
Significant relationships were observed between use of the master plan and the following
factors: hiring a landscape architecture firm; involvement of staff. Boards of Directors,
and the community; and inclusion of key sections, graphics, and the institution's mission
statement. Based on these results, guidelines for master plan development and
implementation are presented.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
From physic gardens in the sixteenth century to present-day destinations for a family
excursion, the significance and evolution of botanical gardens has profoundly changed
throughout the centuries. Botanical gardens, past and present, have historically and
continue to make three major contributions to society. First the modem sciences of
taxonomic and experimental botany were developed at botanical gardens as a result of the
comparative study of collected plant materials and herbarium collections. Second, the
applied science of economic botany, such as the study of plants that have potential
economic value (e.g. rubber, coffee, sugar, cotton, and hemp) was developed in botanical
gardens. Third, they have provided horticultural services such as selection, hybridization,
and distribution of new and improved varieties of plant materials (Hyams, 1969).

Today's botanical garden is defined as an established, pubUc institution with a
professionally managed plant collection that supports recreation, education, and science
programs (Hubbuch, 1998). An arboretum is simply a botanical garden that specializes
in woody plant materials. Typically, botanical gardens are governed by amission
statement, a plan for development, and a collection policy that guides future direction
(Hubbuch, 1998). Despite this definition, the term "botanical garden" is used very
loosely today. True botanical gardens focus on two major recurring functions: research
and education.
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Research and educational fimctions distinguish botanical gardens from parks and other
pleasure gardens. Another distinguishing, though minor function is the encouragement of
interest and appreciation of plants for the general public. Education at botanical gardens
takes on a variety of forms, such as interpretative signage, brochures, walking tours,
lectures, volunteer programs, activities for local schools, collaboration with local
universities, professional training, and publications.

Due to certain changes that face botanical gardens, such as the lack of funding and
evolving public expectations, adequate planning and organization is required to ensure
continued success. Many botanical gardens are currently reevaluating their master plans,
specific garden goals, and mission statements; redeveloping their site; and also
undergoing rigorous planning processes that reflect the necessary adjustments that
gardens must face in today's rapidly changing world.

Research Objectives
This thesis focuses on the role of master plans for botanical gardens and factors that
contribute to their successful implementation. The purpose of the master plan is to guide
garden administrators in setting future priorities with regard to the form and layout of the
garden.

The intent of this study is to discover what characteristics contribute to successful
implementation of botanical garden master plans and how the master plan is involved in
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the planning process. These characteristics include: who was involved with the
development of the master plan, what the master plan consists of, when is it
implemented, and how it is used. The ultimate goal of this thesis will be to produce
guidelines that individuals, particularly directors of botanical gardens, academia,
landscape architects, and other professionals connected to the development of new and
existing botanical gardens, may utilize in creating a successful and effective master plan.

Using a two-part research methodology, master plan analysis and surveys, the following
hypotheses will be tested and analyzed. Conclusions related to the hypotheses will aide
in answering the thesis research question.
1. Involvement of an outside landscape architect improves the quality of the master plan.
Involvement with a professional is associated with a successful master plan.
2. Inclusion of staff and Board members, with a variety of skills and abilities, in the
development of the master plan increases its effectiveness and its development.
There is a sense of ownership of the master plan, and it also becomes a more holistic
document.
3. The use of the master plan increases when the document contains key sections and
strong, concise graphics.
4. If a mission statement exists and is present in the master plan, the master plan will be
more successful.
This thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter One consists of the Introduction and
Literature Review, which provides general background information about botanical
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gardens. Chapter Two describes the two research methodologies: a master plan analysis,
and surveys with Directors of botanical gardens. Chapter Three outlines and interprets
the methodology with respect to the fulfillment of the research objectives of this thesis.
Chapter Three also includes guidelines for successful master plan implementation.
Lastly, conclusions are presented in Chapter Four, including research goals and
objectives, specific limitations and successes, and research conclusions.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
EARLY EUROPEAN BOTANICAL GARDENS
Predecessors to Contemporary Botanical Gardens
Prior to the first contemporary botanical garden, the act of collecting and growing plants
in a garden setting was an ancient concept that existed in different comers of the world.
Not including traditional agriculture, these gardens were established for a variety of
reasons such as aesthetics, economics, and medicinal uses. For example, a record of
Egyptian and Chinese gardens and plant exploration date back 30 centuries. Early
collections included gardens of medicinal plants created by Chinese emperor Shen Ming
around 2800 BC and Pharaoh Thutmose III in Egypt (Spongberg, 1995). Aristotle also
established a botanical garden in Athens around 350 BC that was passed on to
Theophrastus, who is known as the "Father of Botany". The idea of scientific collections
of plants may well have been suggested to Europeans by the remarkable "gardens of
plants" which so astonished the Conquistadors in Aztec Mexico (Hyams, 1969).

Plant exchanges also occurred between Western Europe and the Turkish Empire.
Professor William Steam discussed these exchanges in a Masters Memorial Lecture in
1965 at Cambridge. 'T>Iever before or since has there been such an astonishing influx of
colourful strange plants into European gardens, as when in the second half of the
sixteenth century, importation of unpromising onion-like bulbs and knobby tubers from
Constantinople brought forth tuUps, crown imperials, irises, hyacinths, anemones, turban
ranunculi, narcissi, and lilies" (Hobhouse, 1997,96).
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As the contemporary botanical garden evolved, the foci changed based on a number of
influences including religion, art, and other human needs. The following sections
describe some of the major foci in the evolution of botanical gardens.

The Garden of Eden
Early Christian theory surrounding the development of botanical gardens centers on
recreation of the Garden of Eden. For example, throughout the Middle Ages, the Garden
of Eden was believed to have survived the Flood. Navigators and explorers were in
search of Eden during the expeditions of the fifteenth century to places such as Africa,
the West Indies, and South America. Columbus believed he discovered the location of
the earthly paradise in the new continents. After the discovery of America, each newly
discovered family of plants was thought to represent a specific act of creation. Gathering
up the pieces of creation, as in the first Garden of Eden, potentially recreated a new
Garden of Eden.

This idea of searching "the Indies for their Balm and Spice" in order to "Rifle the treasure
of old Paradise", was it seems, the ultimate motivation behind the creation of botanical
gardens in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries (Prest, 1981,42). Scholars of this time
believed people got closer to God by creating places like botanical gardens. The idea
behind these gardens was the recovery of knowledge and power over nature.

Prior to the beginning of the Renaissance, fifteenth century Vatican herb and medicinal
gardens were established. They were similar to contemporary botanical gardens, but only
considered the forerunners to later Italian botanical gardens that emerged during the
Renaissance. In 1447, Pope Nicholas V set aside a part of the Vatican groimds for a
garden of medicinal plants. His intentions were to forward the teaching of botany, not as
a pure science, but in relation to medicine. This papal garden was the only one of its kind
in Europe until the founding of the Paduan and Pisan Botanical Gardens, the first
contemporary botanical gardens, nearly a century later.

The Sixteenth Century: The Renaissance Period
The Renaissance began in Italy about fifty years earlier than the rest of Europe. Italian
merchants and bankers became wealthy, independent from the church, and politically
influential. It was through the wealthy that Italy became the leading country in Europe in
science, education, and culture. Specifically, science and education played important
roles in the creation of the first botanical gardens. These two factors are still recognized
today as the foci of botanical gardens distinguishing them from other pleasure gardens,
collections, horticultural displays, and parks.

The Renaissance reawakened human interest in the natural world. Scholars, botanists,
physicians, and gardeners gathered to communicate not only about plants, but also about
the new plant introductions into Renaissance Europe. A new scholarly approach to the
study of plants emerged, including the study, classification, and determination of the
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usefulness of "nature". The thought was that all natural products were created for the use
of man; consequently, a plant's "usefulness" was a component for classification
purposes.

Renaissance botanical gardens began at medical schools in Italy and were often referred
to as 'physic' gardens, medicinal plant gardens, or sometimes 'gardens of simples'.
Plants were believed to contain healing powers and were grown for demonstration and
study. The professors of these medical schools maintained gardens for teaching
purposes. Medical schools based their studies on the human body as well as the
observation and dissection of the plant bodies. Thus, the development of botany was
linked to the development of medical science.

The first botanical gardens began in Italy between 1545 and 1550, inspired by two men,
Luca Ghini and Francesco Bonafede (Hyams, 1969). Bonafede's aim, along with the
botanist Ghini from the University of Bologna, was to teach students about the medicinal
uses of plants and the environment from which they originated. Their research centered
on the desire to develop cures for diseases. Ghini and Bonafede created the first two
contemporary botanical gardens, Pisa and Padua Botanical Gardens, both located in Italy.
There is debate regarding which of these botanical garden was created first. Both
gardens contributed greatly to the acclimatization and introduction of new plants in
Europe and botanical science in general. These two botanical gardens, in addition to the
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Leiden University Garden in the Netherlands, are excellent examples of sixteenth-century
Renaissance botanical gardens. They are discussed in the following sections.

Padua Botanic Garden, Italy
Many references claim that Padua is commonly distinguished as the oldest botanical
garden (Hyams, 1969; Minelli, 1995). It was founded in May 1545, by a decree of the
Venetian Senate followed by an announcement on July 7, that an area equal to about
20,000 square meters was ceded to the Republic and the University for the planting of a
botanical garden (Hyams, 1969). Padua's primary and original function was to educate
students on the medicinal purposes of plants. Research, education, art, and architecture
were all merged into the new Renaissance worldview at Padua (Minelli, 1995).
Researchers at the garden approached the study of the world by compartmentalizing each
plant collected into a separate plot. The plots were not randomly arranged but organized
according to a deeper order derived from Christian religious beliefs about the Garden of
Eden.

Much elegance and refinement was incorporated into the layout of the garden. The plan
of the garden was formal, consisting of a ring of trees with a square inside. This square is
divided into four smaller squares by two paths and thus forming eight triangular beds.
Each square is then sub-divided into twelve large beds, or parterres, in intricate patterns.
Every bed represented a single plant species. This pattem was used repeatedly in public
and private gardens during the next two centuries.
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Pisa Botanical Garden, Italy
Some accounts have dated the origin of Pisa to 1543, thus classified as the oldest
botanical garden (Hyams, 1969). A letter written by Lucca Ghini dated July 4, 1545,
addressed to Piero Francesco Ricci (majordomo of Cosimo I de Medici) implies that the
Pisan garden was already in existence before the decrees of the Venetian Senate founded
the Paduan garden. Regardless, Pisa, like Padua, contributed to the introduction and
acclimatization of new plants into Europe. In addition, many acclaimed prefects studied
and taught at Pisa, also contributing to the expanding study of botany at the time.

The Leiden University Garden, The Netherlands
The Leiden University Garden was established in 1587 as the first botanical garden in the
Netherlands. It was the first botanical garden to have a greenhouse, which opened in
1599. The Leiden University Garden was relatively small for a botanical garden. In
1594, the total area was only 130' by 100', whereas today it covers over five acres.

Initially, the professors of medicine were placed in charge of the garden, yet they did not
plant anything until twelve years after its establishment. Evidently, they were not
interested in botany outside of their books. Fortunately, the first non-academic director at
Leiden, Carolus Clusius, was very ambitious. Within a year after he started, Leiden had
over one thousand plant species. He was especially interested in collecting, studying, and
describing plants that he collected in Spain, Portugal, and India.
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The design of Leiden emphasized the academic philosophy that botanical gardens are
encyclopedias, a place to study plants (Hyams, 1969). The garden was structured in
parterres that were further divided into long, narrow beds each known as a "pulvillus",
which in Latin means 'small cushion'. In general, each pulvillus contained a particular
family of plants. They were further divided into sections for different members of a
family. Each plant can be touched and smelled from the gravel pathways located
between the pulvilli.

Leiden was redesigned in the early nineteenth century. It was replanted as an English
landscape garden to conform to the style that dominated Europe. Eventually,
experimental botany practices were eliminated. Today, this five-acre botanical oasis is
still located in the modem city of Leiden, in the heart of the university.

The Seventeenth Century: The Colonization Period
In the sixteenth century, botanical gardens were spiritual connections to gardening and
the study of plant materials for medical purposes. The decline of physic, or medicinal,
gardens occurred concurrently with the colonial expansion of the late sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The focus of botanical gardens in the seventeenth century was
redirected towards the collection of plant materials from around the world and the study
of plants for other human uses and for climate appropriateness to a region. During this
time, England, Spain, and Portugal were all conducting explorations to the New World
concurrently with developing new botanical gardens.
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Charles Darwin, Joseph Hooker, Robert Brown, and Sir Joseph Banks were among those
individuals who conducted many of Britain's early explorations in the seventeenth
century through the support of institutions such as the Royal Botanic Gardens of Kew
(Davenport, 1995). Plants were primarily obtained for food, medicine, timber, and dyes.
Many came to be widely used such as tea, chocolate, citrus, palm products, stimulants,
tranquilizers, oils, and a variety of fibers. These discoveries were linked to the growing
interest in gathering plants for economic gain in commerce and trade.

Plants were not only collected during this time for economic gain, but also to continue the
study for usefulness to humans in terms of food and medicine. Emphasis on botanical
connections to medicines through herbal extracts of herbs reinforced the existing strong
link between medicine, healing, and botany. For instance, apart from the Chelsea Physic
Garden at Oxford University, which was founded by the Worshipful Society of
Apothecaries, botanical gardens established in Great Britain during the seventeenth
century were adjuncts of universities and provided living material for the study of botany
relevant to the training of physicians (Ballard, 1983).

The design layout of botanical gardens during the seventeenth century was greatly
influenced by exploration and colonization. Before the discovery of America, gardens
were divided into four quarters representing the four comers of the world. However,
immense growth of botanical gardens followed the discovery of the New World, which
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had an effect on the layout of the gardens. The gardens were still divided into four
sections, yet they now represented the four regions: Asia, North America, Africa, and
Europe (Prest, 1981).

During the seventeenth century, botanists began classifying the many new plant
introductions on a systematic basis. Carl Linneaus introduced a plant classification
system based upon individual plant characteristics such as stamens and pistil (Davenport,
1995). This system was first written in Genera Plantanim in 1737, and continues to be
used throughout the world today. The classification and study of plants in botanical
gardens was significantly extended when plants were brought into cultivation from
different parts of the world by travelers, explorers, botanists, and the colonies of
European powers (Heywood, 1990). Botanical gardens also began to exchange plant
materials among themselves, providing even more variety in plant materials at individual
botanical gardens. Two excellent examples of how botanical gardens classified and
exhibited new plant materials can be seen at the Oxford Physic Garden and the Jardin du
Roi in France. These gardens are discussed in the following sections.

Oxford Physic Garden, Oxford, England
Hortus Botanicus of Oxford University, eventually named the Oxford Physic Garden,
was founded in 1621, and became the first botanical garden in Great Britain. The Earl of
Danby founded this garden to promote learning about medicine, and as a living museum
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for plants from every continent, especially plant species from Europe and the United
States. The initial focus of the garden was on plants with medicinal value.

A stone wall surrounds the site that remains today on the eastern side of High Street in
Oxford, England, near the Magdalena Bridge. It currently encompasses seven acres. The
garden is arranged as a square with a central water feature, further divided into four
quarters, representing a formal pattern called a 'char-bagh' pattem. The result is four
individual gardens that contain plant representatives from Europe, Asia, Africa, and
North America.

Jardin du Roi. France
Jardin du Roi, also known as Jardin Royal des Plantes Medicinales, was founded in 1626,
in Paris, France. It was laid out with two main parterre areas. One was flat with simple
rectangular beds; adjacent parterres were traversed by tree-lined allees. A small walled
enclosure was the jardin a tulipes in which precious bulbs were protected from robbers.
The first director was the king's physician. Its total area was eighteen acres and was
based on a more scientific collection theory than most other botanical gardens of that
time. Plants were placed into habitats, "Grooves and hills, meadow ground, and flat
marshie" as described by John Evelyn in his Elysium Britannicum (Prest, 1981).
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The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries: Global Expansion and Colonization
Global expansion and colonization of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries had a
profound effect on the development of botanical gardens. More plant material was
continually discovered, resulting in more and bigger botanical gardens. In particular, the
regions of the world affected by colonization during this period were tropical regions.
Botanical gardens in tropical regions such as the Caribbean and the Island of Mauritius
were established to grow plants that would eventually be sent back to Europe.
Acclimatization gardens were also established in intermediate cUmates with the
misguided intention of adapting tropical plants to the conditions in Europe (Heywood,
1990). Eventually, tropical botanical gardens were established for the introduction,
assessment, propagation, and culture of plants that were potentially economically
important to the colonial powers. The first botanical garden to be founded in the tropics
is the Jardin des Pamplemousses (Garden of Grapefioiits) in Mauritius, a French island in
the Indian Ocean. It was founded in 1735, to provide fi-esh fi^it and vegetables for the
settlement and for ships that came to port (Heywood, 1990).
Colonization and expansion fi-om Great Britain occurred later than the rest of Europe;
thus, it was during the eighteenth century when botanical gardens in Great Britain had the
most growth. This trend continued into the nineteenth century, with a host of plant
introductions flooding into Britain fi'om the far comers of the globe. John Claudius
Loudon estimated that, by the end of the eighteenth century only 1,400 were native
species of the 13,140 cultivated plants in Britain (Ballard, 1983). These gardens were not
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associated with universities, but were founded by private botanical and horticultural
societies with amateur botanists and horticulturists. These societies were self-financing,
occasionally receiving grants from university or national funds. Their aims were to
promote the study of botany and the practice of horticulture among middle-class citizens.
An example of this type of garden is the most famous garden in England, the Royal
Garden at Kew.

The Royal Garden at Kew, England
The Royal Garden at Kew is located in Surrey, which is near London, on the Thames
River. Princess Augusta founded Kew in 1759, during the reign of George II. After the
death of Prince Frederick, she set aside nine acres of the large estate for exotic plant
collections and plant explorations, thus facilitating the founding of this famous botanical
garden.

Much of Kew's success over the years has been attributed to ambitious individuals that
were instrumental in Kew's two, key developmental phases: the earlier desire for
scientific collections and, eventually, the desire to attract visitors with a visually pleasing
design (Evans, 1999). One of the first landscape gardeners and designers at Kew was
Charles Bridgeman, hired by Queen Caroline, wife of George II. Bridgeman is known
for his work at the Chiswick House and Gardens of Stowe. He and William Kent
developed the "ha-ha", or sunken ditch, which became a very significant design element
in English landscapes. His style was integrating curving paths and pockets of cultivated
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fields into a very pastoral, natural landscape (Davenport, 1995). Following Bridgeman's
work, Lancelot "Capability" Brown was hired by George III to be the Royal Gardener at
Kew in 1760.

The subsequent work of three directors at Kew, Sir Joseph Banks (1743-1820, informal
director), William Jackson Hooker (1785-1865, formal director), and Joseph Dalton
Hooker (1817-1911), cannot be underestimated. These directors encouraged plant
introductions into Britain fix>m the far reaches of the expanding British Empire.
Thousands of species came under cultivation, as the world's floras became the scientific
focal point in the herbarium and library at Kew (Spongberg, 1995).

Sir Joseph Banks transformed Kew into a center for the global transfer of plants through
its collectors and links to colonial botanical gardens. In order to establish Kew's
superiority over other gardens in Great Britain and abroad. Banks insisted that "as many
new plants as possible should make their first appearance at the Royal Gardens"
(Desmond, 1995). It was during his time at Kew that seven thousand new plant species
were added to the garden's collections. He was also credited with organizing and
documenting the plants and contents of the garden. Banks participated in plant
collections around the globe; for example, he was a part of the famous voyage Endeavour
in which Australia and the area known as Botany Bay was discovered.
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Today, Kew has the world's largest collection of living plants: 83,000 accessions of
approximately 38,000 species, from habitats as diverse as the Amazonian rainforest,
mountaintops in Kenya and the tropical waters around coral reefs. In addition to the 6
million preserved specimens of seed-producing plants, Kew houses the world's most
comprehensive plant collection (Angel, 1993). Kew currently occupies more than 330
hectares (800 acres) and includes more than 2 hectares of protected glasshouse area.
Kew's annual target for additions or replacement of wild-origin plants to the Gardens is
4,000, plus additions of 1,500 accessions of live seed to the World Seed Bank at
Wakehurst Place in Sussux. As the collections increase, it is likely that more plants with
beneficial properties to humans will be discovered.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BOTANICAL GARDENS IN THE UNITED STATES
Early botanical garden development in the United States paralleled contemporary
European gardens, typically acclimatizing and displaying plants brought in by colonists
and from other regions of North America. However, North American botanical gardens
played minor roles in the history of introduction of plants into the global economy
compared to their European counterparts. North America has been relatively poor in
agricultural plant genetic resources, but their industrious ability to introduce plant species
from other continents for agriculture has been impressive (Heywood, 1990). The
development and predominant role of botanical gardens in the United States can be
organized into four distinct periods: the Eighteenth Century, the Nineteenth Century,
1900 to World War II, and World War II to the present.

The Eighteenth Century: The Origin of Botanical Gardens
The development of botanical gardens during the eighteenth century was slow and
minimal. Fewer than ten were built and managed by private, wealthy individuals of
commerce or medicine. These first botanical gardens were created to serve colonial
interests and then abandoned during the War of Independence (Heywood, 1990). It is
believed that approximately seven additional gardens were established before the war,
however most pre-Revolutionary gardens did not persist after the war.

John Bartram (1699-1777) founded the first botanical garden in North America in 1732
(Lockwood, 1931). It was one of the earliest botanical gardens in the United States to be
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established for the purpose of cultivating various natives. It was located on the west bank
of the Schuykill River in then suburban Philadelphia in 1728. Remnants of the garden
still exist today. Bartram traveled extensively throughout eastern North America,
studying and collecting plants not only for his botanical garden but also for consortiums
of plant enthusiasts from England to whom he sent seeds.

Longwood Gardens, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania
One of the greatest botanical gardens of the eighteenth century was Longwood Gardens
in Kennett Square, Pennsylvania. Still in existence, Longwood is one of the most
extensive and well-known gardens in the United States. In the year 1700, William Penn
granted land to George Peirce. Peirce's son, Joshua, built a house on the land in 1730,
and Joshua's twin grandsons, Joshua and Samuel, started an arboretum on the land which
would become Longwood Gardens.

The success of Longwood Gardens is attributed to Pierre du Pont who purchased the
arboretum in 1906, saving it from the pressures of timbering at the time. It was du Pont,
an industrialist, conservationist, and philanthropist who developed the family chemical
business into the famed corporate empire known today. Du Font's extensive world
travels formulated ideas for the gardens, specifically in landscape and architectural
design, in addition to the elaborate fountains displayed on the grounds. Today,
Longwood Gardens encompasses 1,050 acres, with 20 outdoor gardens and 20 indoor
gardens enclosed in over four acres of greenhouse space.
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The Nineteenth Century: Continuous Growth
The nineteenth century was characterized by the slow but steady development of
botanical gardens by private individuals in the mid-Atlantic and northeastern states and
universities. Botanical gardens, originally established for the cultivation of flowers,
trees, and plants, became places of retreat due to the elegance of the layout and floral
attractions. On average, during this century, a botanical garden was established every
four years.

The nineteenth century saw an emphasis on plant introductions, particularly after
independence from England. This practice was promoted by the so-called "botanist
kings", which included Benjamin Franklin, George Washington and Thomas Jefferson.
Jefferson is remembered for his often-quoted saying, "The greatest service which can be
rendered to any country is to add a useftil plant to its culture" (Heywood, 1990, 26). The
Federal government requested that the Navy and other official departments send back any
plants that they came across in their travels that may be of value for agricultiu-e in the
United States. Plants were shipped to government greenhouses and also a botanical
garden in Washington DC, founded in 1842, for propagation and distribution of new
plant introductions. This institution, referred to as the United States Botanic Garden
Conservatory, still exists today.

The wave of horticultural enthusiasm that crossed America in the nineteenth century was
noticeably strong in the state of Massachusetts. The "Massachusetts Society for
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Promoting Agriculture" was a very active organization, containing many zealous
members. Through the efforts of this society, the Harvard Botam'c Garden was founded,
as was the Emery Arboretum in Cincinnati, Ohio. The Emery Arboretum was purchased
and given to the city by Mrs. Thomas Emery as a sanctuary for birds and for an
arboretum. The University of Cincirmati still uses it today for environmental study.

Two other notable botanical gardens established during the nineteenth century include the
Missouri Botanical Garden in St. Louis, Missouri, and the Amold Arboretum in Boston,
Massachusetts.

Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Missouri
Mr. Henry Shaw's Garden in St. Louis, Missouri, the predecessor of today's Missouri
Botanical Garden, was founded in 1859. The garden was the dream of philanthropist
Henry Shaw, who wanted to tum his considerable property into a botanical garden. In
the 1850's, while visiting the gardens at Chatsworth in England, Shaw was inspired to put
his wealth to public purpose. Shaw planned the first public botanical garden in the
United States on his country estate. He was inspired by the St. Louis physician and
botanist George Engelmaim to make his garden not ocdy a display but a scientific
institution as well (Hyams, 1969).

Today, the Missouri Botanical Garden boasts one of the largest memberships in the
world. The Climatron, a futuristic-looking, geodesic dome structure, has become a
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symbol of the garden. The research at the Garden focuses on plant taxonomy, the
describing, naming, and classification of plants, and systematics, the scientific discipline
that formalizes this study (Bry, 1990). The Garden's scientists are also involved with two
major types of botanical work: monographic surveys that involve the study of one
particular plant group, and floristic inventories where plants from a specific region are
catalogued (Bry, 1990). An extensive herbarium, library, computer resources,
laboratories, and graduate training attract thousands of scientists and other researchers
annually.

The Arnold Arboretum. Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts
In 1872, Harvard College, using funds from the James Arnold Trust and donated
farmland from Benjamin Bussey, established the Arnold Arboretum in Jamaica Plain,
Massachusetts, just outside of Boston proper. After negotiations with Harvard College
and the City of Boston, the city took over ownership of the Arnold Arboretum in 1882,
then leased it back to the University for a dollar a year. Shortly after, Frederick Law
Olmsted, America's first landscape architect, with the assistance of James Sprague
Sargent, the Arboretum's first director, began the landscape design for the arboretum.
The Arnold Arboretum remains one of the best-preserved Olmsted landscapes today
(Sutton, 1971).

The 265-acre Arnold Arboretum, a National Historic Landmark, displays a wide
spectnmi of hardy trees, shrubs, and vines from around the world. The plant collections
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are grouped together according to plant family for easy comparison along the roads and
pathways throughout the grounds. The Arnold Arboretum, with its associated
Herbarium, Library and Laboratories, is an outstanding international center for scientific
research and education.

1900 to World War II
The rate of establishment of botanical gardens during the first half of the twentieth
century increased immensely compared to the last two centuries. This was influenced by
a variety of political, social, and economic forces (Lighty, 1996). Wealthy donors played
a big role in the funding of botanical gardens during this time. This was largely due to tax
relief provided to those who contributed to the common good. This philanthropic
practice, unique to North America, largely facilitated the increase of botanical gardens
(Lighty, 1996). Privately funded public gardens constituted the single largest class of
public gardens, although many school and municipal-owned gardens were also the result
of philanthropic acts. Nonetheless, ownership of gardens was relatively equal among
governments, universities, and individuals.

Another factor that influenced the increase of botanical gardens during the first half of the
twentieth century was the development of botanical gardens and conservatories at
universities and colleges. These functioned as adjuncts to Botany Departments.
Conservatories soon became symbols of cultural maturity and economic competence for
American universities and cities.

Most gardens during this period emphasized aesthetics rather than education. This was
due to the fact that most were established with funding from private individuals as notfor-profit institutions under tax laws. These individuals were more interested in an
aesthetic showcase displaying their wealth rather than incorporating educational
components. However, school and government-owned gardens were still designed with
an emphasis on teaching and research purposes such as special collections of particular
genera.

A few of the many outstanding botanical gardens established during this period are the
Huntington Botanical Garden located in San Marino, CaUfomia, established in 1903, the
Brooklyn Botanic Garden located in Brooklyn, New York, established in 1910, and the
Fairchild Tropical Garden located in Miami, Florida, established in 1935.

World War II to the Present
The growth of botanical gardens increased steadily during the second half of the
twentieth century. After World War II, the number of new public gardens increased by
five or six per year compared to one or two in the first half of the century. Several factors
occurred after World War II that affected the establishment of botanical gardens in the
United States. First, the founding of many new colleges increased urbanization, resulting
in the loss of open space and biodiversity. Also, Botany Departments at universities
moved away from research and maintaining living collections to studying plants out in
the field or in the laboratory. This resulted in many universities and land-grant colleges
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giving up their botanical gardens and conservatories by mid-centuiy. Thus, the
establishment of botanical gardens was generally steady during the majority of this time
period although there was a slight increase in the number of government-owned gardens
(Lighty, 1996) (see Table 1). Many of the new govemment-run gardens focused on
horticultural and educational programs and not so much on scientific programs. Two
well-known gardens that were established during the second half of the twentieth century
is the Denver Botanic Garden, established in 1959, and the San Antonio Botanical
Gardens, established in 1980.

One factor that affected the establishment of botanical gardens in the United States after
World War II was the founding of The American Association of Botanical Gardens and
Arboreta (AABGA) in 1940. The Association, first organized as an affiliate to the
American Institute of Park Executives, became an independent organization in 1950. The
Association's current mission is "to support North American botanical gardens and
arboreta in fulfilling their missions to study, display, and conserve living plant collections
for public benefit" (AABGA's website). There are currently 430 institutional members
involved with AABGA.

Beyond the steady growth rate during this post World War II period, the establishment of
botanical gardens greatly increased during the 1990's. In the last decade, an average of
eight new gardens is established annually (Lighty, 1996). The southeast and intermountain region experienced the most growth due to the increase in population in these
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regions. The number of zoological gardens and museum-owned gardens have risen,
whereas the number of school-owned, government-owned and privately-owned gardens
remained constant (Lighty, 1996).
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BOTANICAL GARDENS TODAY
Changes in politics, commerce, social structure, and the environment significantly
influenced the development of botanical gardens over time. For example, during the
colonization period of the sixteenth century, collecting plants from around the world for
display purposes was the prime focus. More recently, population explosions and
environmental degradation have caused a reassessment of these past objectives and
shifted the focus towards other developments such as conservation, research, education,
and recreational. The following sections discuss the main objectives of today's botanical
gardens.

Plant Conservation
The important role of botanical gardens in plant conservation of threatened species and
preservation of biodiversity has been evident for decades. However, it was not until
recently that botanical gardens have placed conservation, and in some cases
reintroduction of wild plant species, as primary goals. Currently, twenty-nine percent of
U.S. native plant species is at risk of extinction (Teese, 1999), a relatively high
percentage compared to other nations. In addition, more than ninety percent of the 4,669
endangered U.S. plants are endemic. These species could be lost forever without
govemment intervention (Teese, 1999). According to the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (lUCN), there are about 1,400 botanical
gardens and arboreta in the world, visited by over 100 million people annually. Botanical
gardens in the United States and throughout the world must continue to play a key role in
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the conservation of the threatened plant species because they are ideal locations for plant
conservation awareness.

Plant conservation at botanical gardens is accomplished in two primary ways: in situ and
ex situ conservation. In situ conservation is performed in the wild through protection of
habitats and reserves. Protected areas are an important aspect of plant conservation,
allowing natural processes and populations to continue. Ex situ conservation is
performed outside of natural habitats at botanical gardens. This is similar to being a
custodian of a threatened plant. These threatened plants are propagated for possible
future reintroduction to the wild. It is becoming critical to reestablish species populations
and restore degraded lands in order to maintain diverse landscapes.

Ex situ conservation presents troubling conservation issues for botanical gardens. For
example, it is important to ensure that accumulating the required genetic diversity for an
ex situ collection does not further threaten natural populations and diversity (Watson,
1993). A thorough risk assessment is required to determine the long-term effects of
reintroduction and collection from the wild. Ex situ approaches have other serious
implementations such as limited gene pools, potential hybridization among genera,
altered growth habits, theft, and expense (Watson, 1993). On the other hand, the benefits
of ex situ conservation are cultivar-requirement research, propagation, and public
education.

Collections
Historically, botanical gardens constantly expanded their plant collections. Newlydiscovered plants were a seemingly endless resource. This was the result of ambitious
plant collectors and the drive for new information on plant material in addition to the lack
of limits or laws on plant collecting. These collections were composed of a wide variety
of individual representatives of different species, but this approach was narrowly
taxonomic in nature in relation to the current role of collections at botanical gardens.
Lack of accessible land area and funding seldom allow botanical gardens to take such an
ambitious plant-collecting approach. Today's collectors have many limitations, such as
obtaining special permits, exporting regulations, and limits on the amounts of plant
material that can be taken from a population.

Many current plant collections at botanical gardens are more ecosystem and biotic
community-based collections. Botanical gardens present the vision of a complex whole
ecosystem and how all the pieces fit together. For example, some collections emphasize
all plant species that will tolerate the local climatic conditions, whereas others focus on
regional collections.

The living collections at a botanical garden are well suited for research in plant anatomy,
phytochemistiy, embryology, physiology, and plant pathology. Preserved collections and
seeds are located in herbaria and seed banks. Seed banks also play an important role in
plant conservation. It is important that seed banks make plants available without
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damaging natural populations, prevent hybridization when the seeds are in storage, and
are not considered a substitute for habitat conservation (Watson, 1993). Furthermore,
preservation of a wide variety of genetic diversity in seed banks generally costs less and
takes less space than living collections.

Display of Collections
Earlier displays of plant collections at botanical gardens were systemic, demonstrating
taxonomic, phylogenetic, economic, and physic purposes (Scheid, 1987). One can still
see the organization of these categories in the geometric layout of historic botanical
gardens such as Padua and Leiden. Today, displays often demonstrate: 1) principles in
ecology (alpine, desert, and aquatic), 2) evolutionary parallelism (succulents), 3)
economic uses (education purposes), 4) ethnobotany, 5) taxonomy, 6) economic value of
ornamental plants (nursery industry), 7) uses and landscape applications (herbal), 8)
historical themes (bible and Shakespeare), and 9) the evolution of a certain plant species.
An example of an exciting taxonomic collection is the palm collection at the Fairchild
Tropical Garden in Florida. Characteristics of the extensive collection, such as size,
trunk characteristics, frond size and shape, fruit, and color, are interpreted for the visitor.

Many botanical gardens have permanent collections and seasonal displays. Some
gardens also incorporate their collections as displays for study, evaluation, conservation,
and beauty. Display is not an anomaly to collections, but a necessary and basic part of
every collection (Scheid, 1987). Botanical gardens constantly make decisions about

which collections should be put on display. Sometimes research collections are kept
separate from public displays due to the threatened or endangered status of the plant
species. These plants may also be used in educational public displays. In addition,
undeveloped areas in botanical gardens were considered off-limits to visitors in the past
and slated for future theme gardens when funding became available. Today, many
gardens recognize the value of these natural areas as collections, which present
interpretive opportunities for nature trails and contextual displays.

Research and Plant Exploration
The origins of botanical gardens revolved around research into the medicinal value of
plant materials. In the early 1980's, the focus of botanical gardens had evolved to the
point where only ten percent of 145 gardens surveyed could report that research was
primary to their mission (Sacchi, 1991). This decision is not based on the garden's
objection for research, but the ^ancial reality of many institutions that seek public
funding. This statistic is changing, and research is expected to increase in the future and
reflect the increased interest in environmental and urban issues (Watson, 1993).

Currently, there are several forms of research occurring at botanical gardens. These
include plant exploration, plant breeding and selection, and urban-related plant research.
For example, research may involve plant exploration expeditions searching for plants for
the urban landscape, medicines, or other human uses; or woody plant explorations for
selection of cultivars with unusual characteristics. For many years, the Orient was a
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favorite location for plant explorations because of its similar climate to North America
and the high ornamental value of the plants located there. In contrast, where the flora is
largely untapped in the tropics. Other current research foci at botanical gardens are
ecology, conservation, morphology, propagation, cultural practices and horticultural
therapy. In addition, botanical gardens are logical sources of plant material to be used by
botanists for the study of plant anatomy and morphology, reproductive biology,
physiology, taxonomy, and ecology (Sacchi, 1991).

With the disappearance or merger of many botany departments at universities, botanical
gardens may become some of the last institutions with a specialization and knowledge of
plants. Botanical gardens may assume responsibility for conducting research, conveying
results to the public in the form of displays and newsletters, and for providing inspiration
about plants and botany to the public. "A botanical garden with no research at all is little
more than a kind of park; with research, such a garden develops a more profound
significance to society" (Sacchi, 1991, 35). For instance, the Missouri Botanical Garden
takes a very active role in plant research and exploration. It has become one of the
world's leading centers for tropical botanical research (Gibbons, 1990). The Garden has
thirty-nine botanists spread throughout the tropics that work with local governments to
preserve tracts of rainforest land, search for unique plant life, and send back plant
specimens for identification and further study. In addition, the Garden is one of three
institutions collecting tropical plants for the National Cancer Institute with hopes of
finding new drugs for treatment.
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Education and Outreach
Education and outreach programs at botanical gardens play major roles in meeting the
needs of the public, which is essential for continued public support. A botanical garden's
educational program typically has three major objectives: I) to provide information and
educational services for interested clientele who seek them out, 2) to reach persons not
yet especially concerned about plants or conservation, and 3) to train professionals
(Watson, 1993). Educational programs focus on everything from plant conservation,
botany, natural history, ethnobotany, to environmental awareness.

Educational programming at botanical gardens can take the form of interpretative
signage, walking tours, lectures, volunteer programs, gardening classes, and professional
training. Classes offered typically include preschool and school-age, credit and noncredit adult classes, in-service classes for teachers, research lectures, and training
programs for landscape professionals and garden staffs. Other forms of educational
programs include tours of the grounds and self-paced tours by pamphlet, audio, or
reading labels. Labels are very important for fulfillment of the educational goals and can
effectively interpret the garden's mission statement. Garden publications, libraries, and
research herbariums also contribute to the goals of education for a botanical garden.

Children's Gardens
One form of educational programming at botanical gardens is the development of
children's gardens. Children are considered the future caretakers of ecosystems and their

understanding of horticulture and related disciplines is critical not only for their
development as adults, but for the overall future of the enviroimiental field. Many
botanical gardens are responding to this philosophy and redesigning portions of their
grounds as children's gardens that serve as educational centers. Children's gardens are
places where children can play, perform science experiments, interact with technology,
and discover nature. They contain hands-on displays, interactive exhibits, and special
programs in the summer to fit their needs and lifestyle. Geoffrey Rausch, AS LA, a
partner in Environmental Planning and Design in Pittsburgh describes the importance of
children's gardens. "For years and years gardens were set up for little old ladies in tennis
shoes, but it is very important to have diversity. The importance of having children come
is that you are building tomorrow's audience" (Mays, 1997).

Outreach
Outreach, sometimes referred to as public service, has become an important function of
botanical gardens in the last half of this century. Botanical gardens have become
involved with community services such as visiting schools and supporting garden clubs
and professional societies. Gardens advocate urban plant aesthetics and care and plant
information for homeowners as a form of outreach, in addition to their publications,
library, and herbarium. Other enriching forms of community outreach include tree
planting programs, community gardening technical assistance, and greenhouse advice.
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Recreation
Botanical gardens provide a variety of recreational opportunities such as pleasure walks,
cross-country skiing, picnicking, and family outings. According to one visitor survey
taken at the Olbrich Gardens in Madison, Wisconsin, recreation is the number one reason
people visit the garden (Proctor, 1996). Botanical gardens are attempting to integrate
more with the existing public recreational greenspace, therefore increasing recreational
opportunities at the gardens. In addition, botanical gardens also sponsor cultural events,
such as concerts and folk fairs that provide much needed publicity for the gardens.
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FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR BOTANICAL GARDENS
Botanical gardens are considered, in general, vital institutions for addressing the issue of
increased urbanization, providing a rewarding experience with the natural environment.
Many botanical gardens are attempting to offer a more comprehensive view of the local
and global significance of biodiversity in the natural world. Botanical gardens and
arboreta across the country are actively designing new collections, updating master plans
and mission statements, and expanding facilities to better address contemporary issues
and serve contemporary audiences (Mays, 1997). fa addition, they are developing fewer
chemically-dependant, monoculture, taxonomic collections and placing greater emphasis
on sustainable and biologically sound collections consistent with local habitat, which
emphasizes the need to focus on local biodiversity (Mays, 1997).

Recently, there has been a shift in flmding for botanical gardens from public to private
sources (Theis, 1996). As a result, attendance and broad appeal are even more crucial for
successful operations due to increased costs and reduced flnancial support, fa response,
botanical gardens are upgrading facilities to provide better access to public transportation
and improved accommodations for the elderly, disabled, and children. Directors of
botanical gardens throughout the country are realizmg the importance of diversifying the
use of their facilities and thereby attracting additional visitors and sources of income in
order to survive the changmg times. For example, the Directors of two dozen midsize
botanical gardens gathered in Orlando, Florida, in January 1999 to discuss strategies for
finding new and innovative sources of income for survival. One alternative they
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discussed is to promote facilities as interesting places that photographers and other artists
could use as sources or backgrounds for their work. Rental of facilities for functions such
as weddings, private and public events, and even memorial services provides another
source of income (Morin, 1999).

The following pages descnbe changes that botanical gardens are currently undergoing,
and that will most likely continue into the future. These changes include trends in
tourism, theme and adventure park development, and the concept of regionalism. These
changes are new strategies that create more funding and diversity for botanical gardens,
and also higher appeal for a contemporary audience.

Tourism
The rate in which people are recreating and spending money on vacations could be at an
all time high. Therefore, it is important for botanical gardens to build connections with
the tourism market, which can result in increased reserve. Botanical gardens want to
attract tourists not only from the local community, but also on a statewide or even
national level. Some tourism coimections could be involvement with state and local
tourism councils, convention and visitor bureaus, publicity such as news releases,
advertising, posters, travel guides, new resident's packets, and newsletters, and
involvement with travel organizations such the American Automobile Association and
tour companies.
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Collaboration between botanical gardens and other regional attractions such as zoos,
museums, nature centers, and historic estates for publicity opportunities may also
increase visitation. For example, these institutions can work together at the local and
regional level and combine limited funds, thereby increasing the overall tourist market.
Creation of a theme, which unifies the participants, often provides a broader, more
appealing regional identity. Advertising through area convention and visitor bureaus and
working with state highway departments on road sign programs may also encourage
visitation at the gardens.

Theme & adventure parks
At the present time, we are living in an age of information and technology explosion.
Recent trends show that people are becoming more and more attracted to technological
and entertainment-based experience (Theis, 1996). The public's appetite for fast,
convenient recreation, such as amusement parks and arcades, is growing in contrast to
passive recreation experiences such as strolling in the park. Pine and Gilmore (1998, 97)
describe this trend as the emerging 'experience economy'. Consumers desire experiences;
therefore, more and more businesses are responding by explicitly designing and
promoting them. Experience has always been at the heart of the entertaiimaent business
(e.g. Disneyland). Botanical gardens have the potential to participate in this experience
economy.
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According to Theis (1996, 7), there needs to be both passive and active foci at botanical
gardens. With a passive recreation focus, the garden experience is ineffable, personal,
and inward. With an active focus, the garden experience is user-friendly, entertaining,
and outward; focusing upon attracting and entertaining large crowds. The passive
recreation focus is difficult to assess in terms of increased attendance and revenues
compared to entertainment. This does not necessarily suggest amusement rides and
games, but simply giving the public a more interactive and inspiring experience.

Multi-purpose parks, such as Moody Gardens in Galveston, Texas, offer a variety of
interactive and inspiring attractions for the public, including jogging trails, animal
exhibits, artificial lagoons, a performing-arts theater, a wetlands preserve, a botanical
garden, and a visitor's complex. It also offers special facilities for the mentally and
physically disabled. The Moody Foundation, a philanthropic organization that founded
The Moody Gardens, created a public recreational area adjacent to Galveston's municipal
airport that benefits the city, increases tourism on the island, and provides a therapeutic
setting for the handicapped.

Regionalism
Another phenomenon occurring at botanical gardens is the interest in regionalism. The
Random House College Dictionary defines regionalism as "devotion to the interests of
one's own region". Geographic research has confirmed the validity of 'region' as a
unifying theme or identity to which local inhabitants relate. To develop regional pride, it
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is necessary to have an appreciation and understanding of that place (Schwetz, 1996).
Botanical gardens are celebrating and reappraising our native floras and rediscovering
their value to local communities. Regional horticulture can promote a new way of
interacting and understanding the processes and materials of the local landscape. By
emphasizing an area's unique, natural features, and the importance of being responsive to
the region, botanical gardens can enhance a community's relationship with the local
environment, therefore becoming a crucial resource of an area. Regional plant
collections may also offer important insights into how to manage and treat local
landscapes such as scenic recreation areas, neglected urban areas, and designed open
space.

An excellent example of regionalism orchestrated at a botanical garden can be seen at
The Crosby Arboretum, in Picayune, Mississippi. It promotes the uniqueness of the flora
and ecological processes of the region through designed zones of local ecosystems.
Landscape Architect Edward Blake, one of the planners of the Arboretum, strives to
enhance the public's perception of its own environment. He writes, "We live in a garden
called Mississippi. We're preserving, in a scientific and artistic way, the best examples
of this garden for future generations. Too many people just take all this for granted"
(Johnson, 1991). When visitors get out of their cars and walk toward the Arboretum's
center, they view a fire-controlled, pine landscape nmning parallel to the boundary of the
site. It exhibits a fine example of the relationship between human impacts and the natural
environment of Mississippi.
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The Red Butte Garden and Arboretum in Salt Lake City, Utah, is another example of a
botanical garden that focuses on the concept of regionalism. It emphasizes the local
region through guided walks, natural history programs and environmental education
classes, using the site and natural areas for in situ interpretation.

Historical Interpretation
Many botanical gardens possess historic landscapes of local, if not national, significance.
Increased awareness of the cultural value of public gardens has led to new approaches in
historic interpretation. Historic interpretation can define changes in landscape aesthetics,
scientific research, or public service that occurred over the years at a particular botanical
garden. If a botanical garden wants to acknowledge the cultural and landscape history of
the site, it must seek the resources needed for historical documentation, combine the
historical aspect into the larger mission, and plan accordingly to balance historical
interpretation and the ever-changing current displays. Richard Schulhof, Assistant
Director, Education and Public Affairs at the Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University
says that the greatest challenge in developing interpretive strategies is to effectively
convey the cultural significance with the often many-layered history of the botanical
garden landscape (Schulhof, 1996). Several gardens are currently exploring new
historical interpretation approaches for their grounds. For example, Longwood Gardens
opened their "Lx5ngwood Heritage Exhibit" that includes photographs, film clips, and a
computer reconstruction that follows the evolution of the gardens and historic du Pont
house.
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Horticultural Therapy
Many botanical gardens are getting involved with horticultural therapy as either an
outreach or on-site program. Horticultural therapy has many benefits for its participants,
such as physical exercise, greater awareness of the natural world, opportunities for
socializing, and nurturing living things. In the form of outreach, botanical gardens have
used horticultural therapy at prisons, places for the mentally ill, hospices and homes for
troubled children.

As gardens are validated as true healing institutions, a treasure chest of funding
opportunities becomes available. For instance, the Olbrich Gardens in Madison,
Wisconsin received funds from several HMO's and medical supply houses to incorporate
horticultural therapy programs. At the very least, the ability of gardens to meet the needs
of people with disabilities and sensory impairments for quality, passive recreation
provides compelling impetus for funding from a variety of health-care related sources
(Proctor, 1996).

Living Museums/Zoological Gardens
Botanical gardens and zoos are experiencing a trend of integrating botanical and
zoological displays. For example, botanical gardens are beginning to depict an emphasis
on animal interactions in their plant displays, and zoos are now including a horticultural
component in their animal displays (Telewski, 1997). These institutions are sometimes
referred to as living museums or zoological gardens. They contain recreational.
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educational, and aesthetic facilities with both zoological and botanical exhibits that
display the relationships among different living things, thereby teaching the public about
issues of biodiversity.

One example of a living museum is at the Arizona-Sonoran Desert Museum in Tucson,
Arizona. The exhibit called "Hummingbirds of the Sonoran Desert Region" is enclosed
by fencing, enabling the visitor to observe closely the natural interactions between plants
and birds. Other examples of living museums are the Butterfly Pavilion and Insect
Center in Westminster, Colorado, and ZooMontana in Billings, Montana. The Butterfly
Pavilion and Insect Center is a 7,200 square foot, tropical conservatory, filled with over
1,200 live exotic butterflies. Tlie plant collection in the conservatory was completely
designed with the butterflies and visitors in mind. ZooMontana specializes in plant and
animal species from northem latitudes or temperate zones. Animal exhibits emphasize
geographical and ecological relationships, and each provides botanical display areas for
plant species native to the particular areas in which the animals evolved.
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PLANNING AT BOTANICAL GARDENS
In the last few years, the rate of botanical garden and arboreta establishment has
increased, and continued growth is anticipated in the near future (AABGA, 1999).
Therefore, effective planning and organizational efforts are necessary to ensure the
permanence of these new institutions. Planning of new, as well as existing, botanical
gardens is a complex, multi-faceted process. The most common planning challenge for
botanical gardens is balancing visitation increases with few resources. Three planning
methods commonly utilized by botanical gardens are strategic planning, interpretive
planning, and master planning. Other forms of planning include the acquisition and
acclimatization of plant materials and the addition of temporary/permanent greenhouses.
The following sections describe the three most-common plaiming methods mentioned
above, in addition to sections about the function of mission statements and the
importance of planning teams for botanical gardens.

Strategic Planning
Strategic planning is a process with a relatively short history (Worssam, 1997). Post
World War II American corporations coined ±e phrase strategic planning to describe
corporate planning (LeFevre, 1999). Strategic planning evaluates past and present
activities, establishes the future mission, develops goals and programs, forms a
management and financial strategy, and produces the overriding framework for the
master plan. It involves dealing with issues of timing and organizational framework,
fimding sources and frmd-raising tactics. For botanical gardens, strategic planning can
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set meaningful goals and objectives for many aspects such as collections and displays, the
education program, the research program, revenues, and administrative processes.

Traditionally, strategic planning is performed prior to master planning because it
determines the goals and objectives of the garden first and then determines what is
financially feasible. Garden initiatives are defined during strategic planning; so
misallocated funds or wrong initiatives will not misdirect the master planning process.
The master plan has importance equal to the strategic plan, yet it is a more effective
document when the strategic plan serves as its foundation (Worssam, 1997).

Interpretive Planning
Interpretive planning embraces the total institution fi-om an educational viewpoint,
including the mission, educational goals, and an assessment of current and target
audiences (Parman, 1999). The end result is a document that conceptualizes a set of
effectual, memorable exhibits and desirable public spaces that motivate and reward
visitors of all ages and backgrounds (Parman, 1999). Interpretive planning involves
compiling the information exchange between garden and visitor, determining future
interpretive goals, and inventoiying the collections to foresee future potential for
interpretive opportunities.
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Master Planning
Master planning is the process in which a garden, with a group of consultants, develops a
master plan. A master plan is an agreed-upon vision of what a particular botanical garden
will physically be, based upon their goals and objectives (Scarfone, 1999). The purpose
of the master plan is to guide garden administrators in setting future priorities with regard
to the form and layout of the garden. The master plan is forward-looking,
comprehensive, and sets the course for the garden's development into the future. Most
importantly, the master plan ensures that the botanical garden fulfills its mission
statement through its exhibits, programs, and services.

A master plan can be developed not only to create a new botanical garden, but also for
renovating existing sites (Polakowski, 1987). It summarizes the strategic and
interpretive planning processes into a very effective document, which becomes a crucial
planning tool for all botanical gardens. It also develops a spatial arrangement concept
that interprets the results of the strategic planning effort (Polakowski, 1987). Master
plans can be used for preparation of future programs and budgets, for orientation of new
staff and trustees, to substantiate fund-raising requests of potential donors, and to educate
the public and government officials about the mission statement and objectives.

The master plan interprets the physical elements of the botanical garden such as
infrastructure, plants, pathways, circulation, and special design elements and
programming options. It typically includes an illustrative site plan (see Fig. 10) and a
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written project manual. The manual contains phasing strategies, project descriptions,
design guidelines, preliminary cost estimates, process diagrams, and lists of key
recommendations. It also describes current site characteristics such as the natural,
cultural, political, environmental, and infi-astructure of the site; the thematic organization
of the garden; the support facilities and service system; circulation; and visitor facilities
and requirements for the plant collections. It contains many maps, tables, illustrations,
and plans for design clarity while presenting the botam'cal garden with a clear vision for
the layout of the grounds.

Mission Statements
The mission statement for botanical gardens has several fimctions: it acts as a planning
tool, a guide for the management philosophy, a fiamework for a garden's long-range
plan, and assists in formulating exhibit themes. As a planning tool, it is cross-referenced
with the planning goals and objectives established in the strategic plan. Mission
statements should be developed during the strategic planning phase, and then be
incorporated into the master plan.

The mission statement also acts as a management guide for botanical gardens by stating
the primary goals and philosophies of the institution. The mission statement establishes
an understanding among staff and the Board of Directors as to the direction in which the
institution is headed (Polawski, 1987). It presents the garden's philosophy to stake
holders, insuring they are in agreement on direction and presents the organization to
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potential funding sources. Agreement on the philosophy is crucial from the beginning
before any effort is expended on developing strategies for achieving the goals of the
garden.

Lastly, the mission statement guides the development of exhibit themes. The
interpretation of the botanical garden's mission statement shapes the physical form of the
garden (Polakowski, 1987). The mission statement should drive the interpretive
messages of a particular botanical garden. The mission statement may focus on certain
messages such as education, conservation, research, and recreation.

Planning Teams
Planning at botanical gardens should be a participatory process, including the garden
Director, individuals from the various departments, the Board of Directors, necessary
outside consultants, as well as a variety of community members. Outside consultants are
typically Landscape Architects, Architects, Structural, Civil, and Mechanical Engineers,
and specialists in interpretation, graphics, and exhibit design. LeFevre (1999, 38) noted
that resulting plans become one-dimensional if the planning process is entirely delegated
to a single consultant.

Landscape Architects are one of the most common consultants for development of a
botanical garden master plan. Scott Mehaffrey, ASLA, staff landscape architect for the
Morton Arboretum in Lisle, Illinois, argues that because most Landscape Architects are
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generalists, they are uniquely qualified to meet the challenges associated with developing
new public gardens and adapting older ones (Mays, 1997). They can visualize the "big
picture," provide overall design, and coordinate specialty consultants if they are needed.
Landscape Architects understand the need for a variety of professionals, such as
horticulturists, pathologists, administrators, and maintenance personnel, for project
planning and the creation of an effective master plan.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
The primary research goal was to identify factors that contribute to the effective
implementation of a botanical garden master plan. Two research methods were applied
to identify these factors: (1) a master plan analysis, and (2) surveys with Directors of
botanical gardens. Research was conducted prior to the methodology, which included
observing master plans for other land uses, reading literature pertaining to master plans,
and personal communication that occurred at a botanical garden conference.

The master plan analysis was done prior to conducting the surveys. From the master
plan analysis, certain trends were observed which helped in formulating survey questions
and drawing conclusions about the successful implementation of a botanical garden
master plan. This information was invaluable to obtain before the surveys were
conducted.

Master Plan Analysis
The master plan analysis was a descriptive analysis of twenty existing master plans. A
descriptive analysis is a type of non-experimental quantitative research, which looks at a
certain phenomena at one point in time and formulates conclusions in a numerical format.
The phenomenon was the master plan currently implemented at the garden, and the
numerical conclusions were in the form of tabulated percentages. Through tabulated
percentages, similarities and differences were discovered among the twenty master plans.
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Twenty master plans fix)m both botanical gardens and arboreta were obtained through
the Resource Center of the American Association of Botanical Gardens and Arboreta
(AABGA) and by contacting individual gardens for a copy of their master plan. It was
important to analyze a variety of master plans. This provided adequate preparation and
background information on master plans prior to conducting the surveys of garden
directors. Each garden was then contacted to verify that the master plan was indeed their
current master plan document, and also was currently implemented at the garden. For the
analysis, each master plan was subjected to a series of seventeen questions. Factual
information was also collected about each institution such as size, location, governing
authority, and type of garden. The information was arranged in a table format (see
Appendix A), and a descriptive analysis was performed on the results, which in turn
unveiled trends among all the master plans. Results and discussion fix)m the analysis are
presented in Chapter Three.

Surveys
The second part of the research methodology was surveys with Directors of botanical
gardens/arboreta. The survey questions focused on how their master plan was currently
implemented and utilized at the garden. It was important to include Directors from
diverse botanical gardens in regard to location, size, and governing authority, in order to
identify similar trends across institutions.
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Prior to the survey, a letter or e-mail was sent out to eighty directors of botanical gardens
or arboreta to inform them of the research, nature of the survey, and time allotted for the
survey. If the institution currently had a master plan, they were subjected to a set of
fourteen questions (see Append.ix B). If the institution did not have a master plan, they
were subjected to a different set of eleven questions (see Appendix C). Fifty Directors
were available to participate in the survey. Twenty-eight Directors completed the phone
survey, and twenty-two Directors completed the e-mail survey. Sixteen of these
institutions did not have a master plan, while thirty-four of these institutions did. The
surveys provided information on the development and specific ftmctions of their master
plans and also offered an opportunity to tap into the Director's knowledge and expertise
about the implementation of master plans.

After the surveys were completed, responses were placed in numerical format (see
Appendix D). Contingency tables were constructed with these responses to evaluate any
differences among particular institution characteristics. This also allowed trends and
relationships to be examined relating to master plan implementation. Characteristics and
response categories were assembled so that the number of cells within any contingency
table with less than five responses was as small as possible. Data within contingency
tables were analyzed using log-likelihood ratio tests (G tests) and the procedure FREQ in
SAS (SAS Institute, 1989). Statistical significance was assigned at P<= .01. The results
and discussion fi-om the surveys are presented in Chapter Three. On the following page
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is a summary that summarizes the institutions for which master plan analyses was
conducted and/or surveyed.
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Sources Contacted Summary
# Botanical Garden/
Arboretum
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Adkins Arboretum, The
Alaska Botanical Garden
Anderson Gardens
Arboretum, The; University of
Central Florida
Arboretum at Flagstaff, The
Berkshire Botanical Garden
Betty Ford Alpine Gardens
Bickelhaupt Arboretum
Botanical Gardens at
Asheville, The
Brooklyn Botanic Garden
Brookside Gardens
Cedar Valley Arboretum &
Botanic Gardens
Chatham College Arboretiun
Cheyenne Botanic Garden
Coastal Maine Botanical
Garden
Crosby Arboretum, The;
Mississippi State University
Daniel Stowe Botanical
Garden
Dawes Arboretum, The
Descanso Gardens
Desert Botanical Garden
Dothan Area Botanical Garden
Dyck Arboretum of the Plains
Fairchild Tropical Gardens
Florida Botanical Gardens
Fort Worth Botanic Garden
Friends of San Luis Obispo
Botanic Garden
Fullerton Arboretum, The
Garven Woodland Gardens
Harry P. Leu Gardens
Hawaii Tropical Botanical
Garden
Hershey Gardens
Holden Arboretum
Huntington Botanical Garden
Iowa Arboretum
Kalmia Gardens of Coker
College

Location
Ridgely, Maryland
Anchorage, Alaska
Rockford, Illinois
Orlando, Florida
Flagstaff, Arizona
Stockbridge,
Massachusetts
Vail, Colorado
Clinton, Iowa
Asheville, North Carolina

Mode of Contact
Master Survey by
Plan
Phone
Analysis

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Brooklyn, New York
Wheaton, Maryland
Waterloo, Iowa

X
X
X

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Cheyenne, Wyoming
Boothbay, Maine

X

Picayne, Mississippi

X
X
X

X

Belmont, North Carolina
Newark, Ohio
La Canada Flintridge, CA
Phoenix, Arizona
Dothan, Alabama
Hesston, Kansas
Miami, Florida
Largo, Florida
Fort Worth, Texas
San Luis Obispo,
California
Fullerton, California
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Orlando, Florida
Papaikou, Hawaii
Hershey, Peiuisylvania
Kirtland, Ohio
San Marino, California
Madrid, Iowa
Hartsville, South Carolina

Survey by
E-maU

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
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Sources Cootact Summary
# Botanical Garden/
Arboretum
36 KJehm Arboretum & Botanic
Garden
37 Lady Bird Johnson
Wildflower Center
38 Leach Botanical Garden
39 Leila Arboretum
40 McKee Botanical Garden
41 Minnesota Landscape
Arboretum
42 Morton Arboretum, The
43 Mount Pisgah Arboretum
44 Mounts Botanical Garden
45 Norfolk Botarucal Garden
46 North Carolina Botanical
Garden
47 Olbrich Botanical Garden
48 Orland E. White Arboretum
49 Queens Botanical Garden
Society, Inc.
50 Reeves-Reed Arboretum
51 Rio Grande Botanic Garden
52 Santa Fe Botanical Garden
53 Strybing Arboretum &
Botanical Garden
54 Tohono Chul Park
55 Tucson Botanical Garden
56 University of California Santa
Cruz Arboretum
57 University of Idaho
Arboretiun & Botanical
Garden
58 University of Wisconsin
Arboretimi
59 Utah Botanical Center
60 Van Dusen Botanical Garden
61 Western Colorado Botanical
Society
62 Wilbur D. May Arboretum

Location

Mode of Contact
Survey
Master
by Phone
Plan
Analysis

Rockford, Illinois

X
X

Austin, Texas
Portland, Oregon
Battle Creek, Michigan
Vero Beach, Florida
Chanhassen, Minnesota

X
X
X
X

Lisle, Illinois
Eugene, Oregon
West Palm Beach, Rorida
Norfolk, Virginia
Chapel Hill, North
Carolina
Madison, Wisconsin
Boyce, Virginia
Flushing, New York
Summit, New Jersey
Albuquerque, New
Mexico
Santa Fe, New Mexico
San Francisco, California
Tucson, Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Santa Cruz, California

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Moscow, Idaho

X

Madison, Wisconsin

X

X
X

Logan, Utah
Vancouver, British
Columbia
Grand Junction, Colorado
Reno, Nevada

Survey by
E-mail

X
X
X
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CHAPTER THREE
This chapter is organized into three major sections. The first section presents the
descriptive analysis fiom the master plan analysis. The second section presents the
results and discussion from surveys of fifty Directors from botanical gardens and
arboreta. Lastly, the third section in this chapter presents guidelines on successful master
plan development and implementation. These guidelines were developed from the results
of the master plan analysis, surveys, and personal communication with garden Directors.
These guidelines identify recommendations for certain groups and individuals
undertaking the development and implementation of a botanical garden master plan.
Master Plan Analysis
The master plan analysis was performed on a variety of master plans. The size of the
gardens/arboreta ranged from one acre to 3,175 acres. Their year of establishment ranged
from 1922 to 1992. The governing authority also varied: Private Nonprofit,
College/University, Municipal, and County/Regional. Annual visitation rates varied from
9,710 aimually to 700,000. The number of staff varied from one to 310. Some gardens
supplied their strategic plans or business plans because they did not have a traditional
master plan. Some of the master plans were quite lengthy, with very few graphics; others
were short, with almost all graphics. Interestingly, even with such a variety of master
plans and institutions, there are certain similarities that appeared among them all. These
similarities were enlightening not only for the development of survey questions, but also
in the development of guidelines for successful master plan implementation.
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Responses from Master Plan Analysis
The first question asked for the title of the master plan. There was not much variety in
master plan titles. Titles were straightforward, such as "Master Plan Study". It was
unnecessary to study this issue further.

The second question asked when the master plan was developed. The oldest master plan
was dated from 1980, while the most recent was dated 1999. Thirty percent of the
master plans were developed in the 1980's, forty percent were developed between 1990
and 1995, and twenty-five percent between 1996 and the present. This result reflects the
fact that master plans developed more recently are not necessarily implemented more
often at botanical gardens. A survey question was developed to study these issues
further.

The third question investigated the length of the master plan. There was a variety in
master plan lengths: from six to 111 pages. Thirty percent of the master plans have less
than twenty-five pages, thirty percent have less than fifty pages, and forty percent have
over fifty pages. The length of the master plan did not correlate with the size of the
garden. It was uimecessary to study this issue further.

The fourth question asked about staff involvement in the development of the master plan.
Thirty-five percent mentioned staff involvement. However, this may not be
representative, as the garden may have involved the staff, but did not mention this in the
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master plan. It was necessary to investigate the true representation of this issue.
Therefore, a survey question was developed to help verify this percentage.

The next question examined involvement of the Board of Directors in the development of
the master plan. Forty-five percent mentioned Board involvement in the development of
the master plan. Once again, this may not be representative, as the garden may have
involved the Board, but did not mention this in the master plan. It was necessary to
investigate the true representation of this issue. Therefore a survey question was
developed to help verify this percentage. It needs to be noted that not all gardens have a
Board.

The master plan analysis also examined other individuals or groups involved in the
development of the master plan. Other people mentioned were consultants, volunteers,
garden groups. Park Bureau, planning committees, and the community at large. A survey
question was developed to find out the variety of individuals involved with master plan
development. Comparison studies were performed to assess if this had an impact on
successful implementation.

The seventh question asked if the institution hired local, or out-of-state, consultants to
develop the master plan. Forty-five percent of the institutions hired local consultants,
while twenty-five percent hired out-of-state or national consultant firms to assist in
developing their master plan. Fifteen percent hired both local and out-of-state firms.
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Fifteen did not report on this issue in the master plan. These results are difficult to
analyze due to specific conditions at each institution. For example, if a garden were
located in a major city, they would be able to local firm to develop their master plan.
Many of the firms located in large cities are considered to be national consultant firms.
On the other hand, an arboretum located in a rural setting probably would have to hire an
out-of-state firm. Also, small gardens probably do not have the financial resources to
hire a national firm. A survey question was developed to study this issue further.

There were two questions relating to the institution's mission statement. The first
question asked if the mission statement was included in the master plan. Fifty-five
percent of the master plans included the mission statement. This percentage was low,
since most institutions have a mission statement. A survey question was created to
research this issue further. The second question relating to the mission statement
investigated if the mission statement was located in the beginning of the document. For
the master plans that contain a mission statement, eighty-three percent placed the mission
statement in the beginning of the document. This is a high percentage, which was
expected; therefore it was uimecessary to study this issue further.

The next two questions asked about the inclusion and description of the institution's
interpretive goals and objectives in the master plan. Sixty percent discuss the interpretive
goals and objectives of the garden. As a result of this question, different sections of a
master plan were researched and analyzed in regard to their fimction and value. A survey
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question was developed to evaluate the inclusion and importance of particular sections in
the master plan. Several interpretive strategies were discussed, such as interpretive
signage guidelines, landscape interpretive stations, and inclusion of a botany or education
chapter in the master plan. It was unnecessary to study this issue further.

The next question investigated the inclusion of design guidelines in the master plan.
Seventy percent included design guidelines. As a result of this question, different
sections of a master plan were researched and analyzed in regard to their function and
value. A survey question was developed to evaluate the importance of particular sections
of the master plan.

There were two questions relating to the type of graphics included in the master plan.
There is a wide variety of graphics found in master plans, such as sections, maps,
perspectives, thumbnail sketches, photos, plans, and details. Twenty percent did not
include any graphics. A survey question was developed inquiring about the importance
of graphics in the master plan. Another graphic question asked if an illustrative site plan
was included in the master plan. Seventy-five percent of the master plans included an
illustrative site plan. A survey question was developed inquiring about the importance of
graphics and an illustrative site plan in the master plan.
Two questions in the master plan analysis involved researching the inclusion of particular
sections within the master plan document. These sections are the mission statement,
master plan objectives, site analysis, proposed layout, timeline, and cost estimate. After
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review of the literature, it can be concluded that these sections need to be included in the
master plan. However, forty-five percent of the master plans did not include the mission
statement. Twenty-five percent of the master plans did not include a site analysis. Sixty
percent of the master plans did not include a timeline. Forty percent of the master plans
did not include a cost estimate. Twenty percent did not include a proposed layout (site
plan). Yet, none of the master plans lacked the master plan objectives. A survey
question was developed inquiring about the use and importance of these key sections in
the master plan. Additional sections were included in the master plan beyond the six key
sections mentioned in the last question. Other sections included Land Use Issues,
Structural Features, Special Garden Projects, Visitation, Citizen Role, and Plant Sales
Management. These sections are solely dependent on the garden's special needs and
goals.

The final question in the master plan analysis asked if historical planning efforts were
included in the master plan. Forty percent of the master plans describe historical
planning efforts at the garden. Even though it is an important section to include in the
master plan, this issue was not studied further.

It is important to note the trends that appeared in the above analysis, primarily because all
twenty master plans are currently implemented at the respective institutions. These
trends could reflect successful characteristics to master plan implementation. For
example, seventy percent of the master plans included design guidelines, indicating that it
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is an important element in the master plan. These trends aided in the development, first
of the following survey questions, and second in the development of guidelines to
successful implementation of a botanical garden master plan. These guidelines are
presented and discussed later in Chapter Three.
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Surveys
The intent of the surveys was to discover, through comparisons, what characteristics
contribute to successful implementation of a botanical garden master plan, and what role
the master plan assumes in the planning process. For the purposes of this research,
successful master plan implementation is defined as: current use of the master plan; if the
institution actually reflects goals stated in the master plan; how often the master plan is
updated and reviewed; recognition of the master plan as the institution's most effective
planning tool; and the Director's evaluation of the success of their master plan.

Fifty Directors, from diverse institutions, completed the survey for this thesis (see tables
in Appendix C and E). Forty-four percent completed the e-mail survey and fifty-six
percent performed the survey over the phone. Thirty-four percent of the Directors
represented arboretums and sixty-six percent represented botanical gardens. Forty-six
percent of the Directors were from institutions located from the eastem United States
(east of the Mississippi River) and fifty-four percent were from the western United States.
The size of the institutions ranged from one acre to 3,175 acres. The institutions were
grouped according to size: one to fifty acres represent a small institution, and over fiftyone acres represents a large institution. Fifty-four percent were obtained from large
institutions, fifty-one acres and larger, and forty-six percent were from small institutions.
The year of establishment for the institution ranged from 1910 to an anticipated opening
of 2003. The governing authority also varied, including Private Nonprofit,
College/University, Municipal, and County/Regional. Sixty-six percent were non-profit
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institutions. Sixteen percent of the institutions were both a college/university and
municipal institution, whereas, only four percent were a county/regional institution.
Annual visitation rates varied from 823 to 700,000. Institution visitation was grouped as
small (under 25,000 annually), medium (25,001 to 200,000 annually), and large (over
200,000 annually). Forty-two percent had a small visitation rate; thirty-eight percent had
a mid-size visitation rate; and twenty percent had a large visitation rate. The number of
staff varied from one to 165.

Thirty-four of the fifty institutions surveyed possessed a master plan. Responses varied
as to why sixteen institutions did not have a master plan, such as the previous master plan
was out-dated, lack of time and money, and the institution was recently established and
had not yet prepared a master plan. Comparisons of institution characteristics were

performed to see if there were relationships between demographic information and
presence or absence of a master plan using log-likelihood ratio tests. However, no
relationships were evident. In order to investigate possible relationships between
institution responses and successful master plan implementation, the thirty-four Directors
with master plans were the prime subjects for discussion of these results.

Characteristics of Successfiil Implementation
Master Plan Use
One of the survey questions that focused on determining successful master plan
implementation asked the Directors if they currently use their master plan. Eighty-eight
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percent of the institutions that have a master plan use their master plan. Comparisons
were performed to investigate if relationships occurred between master plan use and
certain demographic information, such as garden size, visitation rate, year of
establishment, number of staff, type of institution, location of the institution, and if the
survey was performed via e-mail or by phone. There were no significant relationships
between master plan use and demographic information except for visitation rate (see
Table I). Generally speaking, master plans are used more if the institution has a large
visitation rate. Seventy-four percent responded that they use the master plan
predominantly for marketing purposes. Eighty-six percent responded that they use the
master plan predominantly for implementation of new gardens.
Table 1. Relationships between master plan use and three factors: annual visitation rate,
use of a timeline section, and graphics inclusion (N=34).
Use of the Master Plan (%)
Factor

Yes

No

Visitation Rate
Small
Medium
Large

12
35
41

0
6
6

12

9
3

Timeline Section
Yes
No

76

Graphic Inclusion
Yes
No

18

71

3
9

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 1.
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Reflecting Goals stated in the Master Plan
One of the survey questions asked the director if the institution reflects the goals stated in
the master plan. Ninety percent of the Directors stated the layout of the garden reflects
their master plan. Comparisons were performed to investigate if relationships occurred
between gardens reflecting their master plan and certain demographic information.

There were no relationships between gardens reflecting their master plans and
demographic information except for location of the gardens (see Table 2). Generally
speaking, it is more likely for an institution in the western United States to have their
gardens reflect the master plan than an institution in the eastem United States. It is
interesting to note that there was no relationship between the garden reflecting its master
plan and the size of the garden or number of staff One would speculate that if there were
more employees and more acreage at the institution, more support would be available to
implement the master plan. However, it appears that the reflection of the master plan on
the garden layout has no relationship with demographics, and solely depends on the
individual institution.
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Table 2. Relationships between reflection of garden master plan and two factors: region
and involvement of landscape architecture firm in master plan development CN=34).
Reflection of Garden Master Plan (%)
Factor

Yes

No

Region*
East
West

38
52

8
2

Landscape Architecture Firm
Yes
No

82
6

8
4

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 2.
*East=East of Mississippi River; West=West of Mississippi River

Updating the Master Plan
One of the survey questions asked the Directors how often they update their master plan;
in other words, how often they revise the document. Eighty-three percent of the
institutions update their master plan less often than annually and seventeen percent
responded by saying they update their master plan on an annual basis.

There were no significant relationships between updating the master plan and
demographic information except for source and location of the institution (see Table 3).
Interestingly, more Directors surveyed by phone stated that they update their master plans
more frequently than Directors that responded to the e-mail survey. Also, institutions in
the western United States have a greater tendency to update their master plans annually
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than institutions in the eastern United States. Surprisingly, there were no relationships
between updating the master plan and size of the institution or number of staff.

Table 3. Relationships between frequency of master plan updates and two factors: region
and presence of mission statement in master plan (N=34).
Frequency of Master Plan Updates (%)
Factor

Annually

Less Often

Region*
East
West

3
14

52
31

Mission Statement
Yes
No

17
0

59
24

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 3.
*East=East of Mississippi River; West=West of Mississippi River

Reviewing the Master Plan
One of the survey questions asked the Directors how often they review their master plan;
in other words, how often they refer to it. Sixty-six percent of the institutions that have a
master plan responded by saying they review the master plan regularly, that is on a
weekly to monthly basis.

There were no relationships between reviewing the master plan and demographic
information except for source and size of institution (see Table 4). More Directors stated
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over the phone that they review their master plans more often than the Directors that
responded to the e-mail survey. It was interesting to discover that smaller gardens review
their master plan more often than larger ones.

There were relationships between reviewing the master plan on a regular basis and hiring
a landscape architecture firm and involving the Board of Directors in master plan
development (see Table 4). The master plan may be taken more seriously if the
institution hired a landscape architecture firm and involved the Board of Directors in
master plan development; therefore, the master plan is reviewed more often.
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Table 4. Relationships between frequency of master plan reviews and four factors:
survey source, institution size, involvement of a landscape architecture firm, and Board
of Directors involvement in master plan development (N=34).
Frequency of Master Plan Reviews (%)
Factor

Regular*

Less Often

Survey Source
Phone
E-Mail

52
15

15
19

Institution Size
Large
Small

22
44

26
7

Landscape Architecture Firm
Yes
No

48
19

33
0

Board of Directors
Yes
N o

56
1

1

33
0

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 4.
*Regular Review = weekly or monthly.

Master Plan as the Most Effective Planning Tool
One of the survey questions asked the Directors if they felt the master plan was their most
effective planning tool. Forty-eight percent replied that the master plan is their most
effective planning tool. Fifty-two percent replied that the strategic plan is their most
effective planning tool. These percentages are based on all fifty Directors surveyed,
including institutions without master plans. Seventy-one percent of institutions with
master plans responded that the master plan was their most effective planning tool. There
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were no relationships between the perception of the master plan as the most effective
planning tool and demographic information.

There were relationships between the master plan perceived as the institution's most
effective planning tool with community involvement in the development of the master
plan and including a site analysis section, an illustrative site plan, graphics, and a mission
statement in the master plan (see Table 5). If the community is involved and the master
plan contains certain key sections, the master plan is perceived as a more effective
planning tool; therefore, potentially used more often.
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Table 5. Relationships between the master plan perception as most effective planning tool
and five factors; community involvement, and inclusion of site analysis section,
illustrative site plan, graphics, and mission statement in master plan (N=34).
Master Plan Perception As Most
Effective Planning Tool (%)
Factor

Yes

No

Community Involvement
Yes
No

54
14

12
20

Site Analysis
Yes
No

38
30

10
22

Illustrative Site Plan
Yes
No

66
4

18
14

Graphics
Yes
No

62
6

20
12

Mission Statement
Yes
No

64
4

20
12

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 5.

Personal Reflection of Success
Another survey question asked the Directors if they feel their master plan is successful.
Ninety-six percent of the institutions that have a master plan responded by saying their
master plan is successful. However, relationships were difficult to investigate because
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only two of thirty-four institutions with a master plan felt their master plan was
unsuccessful.
Table 6. Relationships between perception of a successful master plan and three factors:
Community involvement, and inclusion of graphics and mission statement in the master
plan (N=34).
Perception of a Successful
Master Plan (%)
Factor

Yes

No

Community Involvement
Yes
No

66
30

0
4

82

14

0
4

84
12

0
4

Graphics Inclusion
Yes
No
Mission Statement Inclusion
Yes
No

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 6.
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Institution Characteristics and their Relationship to the Research
After performing certain comparisons on the hypothesized factors of successftil master
plan implementation, comparisons were also performed between success factors and the
following hypotheses to determine if certain relationships emerged.

Landscape Architects
Involvement of an outside landscape architect improves the quality of the master
plan; therefore, increasing its use.

One of the survey questions asked the Directors if they hired a landscape architecture
firm to develop their master plan. Eighty-eight percent hired landscape architecture firms
to develop their master plan. Sixty-eight were nationally renowned firms. There was no
relationship between use of the master plan and hiring a landscape architecture firm to
develop the master plan. There was a significant relationship between hiring a landscape
architecture firm and how often the institution reviews the master plan (see Table 4).
Generally speaking, institutions that hired a landscape architecture firm to develop their
master plan reviewed their master plan more often on a regular basis. There was also a
relationship between hiring a landscape architecture firm and the layout of the institutions
grounds reflecting the master plan (see Table 2). Directors of institutions that hired a
landscape architecture firm stated that their grounds reflected their master plan.
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Another survey question asked the Directors if the landscape architecture firm was a
nationally renowned firm, or was located within the community. There was no
relationship between with this question and fectors of successful master plan
implementation.

Scqffl Board, and Community Involvement
Including staff. Board members, and the community, with a variety of skills and
abilities, in the development of the master plan increases its effectiveness and its
development.

Three of the survey questions asked the Directors if they involved the staff. Board of
Directors, and community in the development of their master plan. Eighty-eight percent
involved staff in the development of their master plan; ninety-two percent involved the
Board of Directors; and sixty-six percent involved the community. There was not a
relationship between involvement of the three groups and use of the master plan.
However, there was a relationship between involvement of the Board of Directors and
how often the master plan is reviewed (see Table 4). If the Board of Directors was
involved in the development of the master plan, the institution reviews the master plan
more regularly. There was also a relationship between community involvement and the
institution stating the master plan is their most effective planning tool and reflection of
master plan success (see Table 5 and Table 6). If the conmiunity was involved, the
institution felt their master plan was their most effective planning tool. The Directors
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also felt their master plan was successful if the community was involved in the
development of the master plan.

Key Sections and Graphics
The use of the master plan increases when the project manual contains icey sections
and strong, concise graphics.

Several of the survey questions asked the Directors what sections they refer to the most in
the master plan (site analysis section, timeline section, cost estimation section, and an
illustrative site plan), and also their perception on graphic inclusion in the master plan.
Forty-eight percent of the institutions predominantly use the timeline section; thirty-two
percent predominantly use the cost estimation section, forty-eight percent predominantly
use the site analysis section, and eighty-four percent predominantly use the illustrative
site plan. Eighty-two percent felt graphics are important to include in the master plan.

There was a relationship between the timeline section and use of the master plan (see
Table 1). If the master plan is used at the institution, the timeline section was generally
not an important section to include. There were also relationships between the Director
stating that the master plan is the most effective planning tool and the inclusion of a site
analysis section and illustrative plan in the master plan (see Table 5). If the Director
stated that the master plan is the most effective planning tool, the site analysis and
illustrative site plan were important to include in the master plan.
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There were several survey questions that focused on the sections of the master plan
relating to specific uses, such as marketing, implementation of future gardens, and
program development (see Tables 7 through Table 10). Generally speaking, it was found
that it is important to include a site analysis section and a timeline section if the master
plan was used for marketing and implementation of future gardens, but not for program
development. In addition, an illustrative site plan is important if the master plan is used
for marketing and implementation of future gardens. Lastly, it is important to include a
cost estimate section if the master plan is used for marketing and program development.

Table 7. Relationships between inclusion of site analysis section in master plan and three
uses: marketing, implementation of future gardens, and program development (N=34).
Inclusion of Site
Analysis Section (%)
Use

Yes

No

Marketing
Yes
No

46
2

28

Implementation of Future Gardens
Yes
No

46

40

2

12

Program Development
Yes
No

38

20
42

10

24

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 7.
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Table 8. Relationships between inclusion of timeline section in master plan and three
uses; marketing, implementation of future gardens, and program development (N=34).
Inclusion of Timeline Section (%)
Use

Yes

No

Marketing
Yes
No

42
4

32
22

Implementation of Future Gardens
Yes
No

44
2

42
12

Program Development
Yes
No

40
6

8
46

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 8.

Table 9. Relationships between inclusion of illustrative site plan in master plan and two
uses: Marketing and implementation of future gardens (N=34).
Inclusion of Illustrative
Site Plan (%)
Use

Yes

No

Marketing
Yes
No

72
12

2
14

Implementation of Future Gardens
Yes
No

76
8

10
6

Log-likelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 9.
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Table 10. Relationships between inclusion of cost estimate in master plan and two uses:
marketing and implementation of future gardens (N=34).
Inclusion of Cost Estimate (%)
Use

Yes

No

Marketing
Yes
No

58
10

2
14

Implementation of Future Gardens
Yes
No

16
16

8
24

Log-Iikelihood ration test (G test) indicates a lack of independence between factors compared in Table 10.

Mission Statements
If a mission statement exists and is present in the master plan, the master plan will
be more successful.

Two of the survey questions asked the Directors if they included the mission statement in
the master plan and if they felt this impacted the quality of the master plan. One hundred
percent of the institutions surveyed have a mission statement. Eighty-two percent
included the mission statement in the master plan. Seventy-seven percent of the
Directors felt that including the mission statement in the master plan was very important,
and impacted its quality. There were relationships among mission statement inclusion
and certain factors of successful master plan implementation. If the master plan included
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the mission statement, the master plan was updated less often than annually (see Table 3).
If the Directors stated that the master plan was their most effective plaiming tool, the
mission statement was included in the master plan (see Table 5). And also, if the
Directors felt their master plan was successful, the mission statement was included in the
master plan (see Table 6). In addition, seventy-seven percent of the Directors that stated
it was very important to include the mission statement in the master plan felt their master
plan was successful and was their most important planning tool.
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Guidelines for the Development and Implementation of a Botanical Garden Master Plan
These guidelines present reconmiendations for certain groups and individuals
undertaking the development and implementation of a botanical garden master plan.
These guidelines are supported by research on the topic, the master plan analysis,
conversation with Directors of botanical gardens and arboreta, and results from specific
research comparisons. Evidence is shown that certain demographic characteristics, such
as institution size, number of stafT, location, annual visitation rate, and year of
establishment, do not impact the development and implementation of a botanical garden
master plan. In short, every institution appeared to have the capacity to create a
successful master plan.

Updating and Reviewing the Master Plan
Generally speaking, institutions that have a master plan, review it on a by-weekly or
monthly basis. Master plans that are reviewed more frequently are perceived by
Directors to be more successful. Reviewing the master plan can be done in a variety of
ways such as reviewing it at staff and Board meetings. Results indicated that the master
plan should not be updated too often, peiiiaps every five to ten years. A master plan
should also not be too rigid, leading to difficult implementation, thus becoming obsolete
within a few years. The master plan should be sufficiently flexible so that the garden can
respond as needed in the future.

Hiring a Landscape Architecture Firm
It is advisable to hire a landscape architecture firm to develop the master plan rather than
develop it internally. Results indicated that institutions that have and use their master
plan hired a landscape architecture firm than one that did not hire a firm. If an institution
hires a landscape architecture firm, there is a greater tendency that the institution will
review the master plan more often and that the layout of the garden reflected the goals
stated in the master plan. It was also indicated that the landscape architect helps in
master plan implementation and also guiding the institution in following the master plan
goals.

It is important to have an outside facilitator in master plan development, allowing staff.
Directors, and the community to participate equally. Landscape architecture firms that
specialize in master planning will usually cost more than preparing it in-house; however,
it appears effective, fi"om the results, to budget money for professionals which can lead to
better fund-raising results and garden credibility.

It appears that the landscape architecture firm does not need to be a nationally renowned
firm. However, it is advisable to hire a landscape architecture firm that best suits the
garden's situation. Institution often will hire a national firm that specializes in master
plaiming and a local firm that understands local conditions. Nonetheless, institutions
should be cautious of out-of-state master planners that can create a master plan that has
nothing unique to a specific garden situation.
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Involvement of the Staff. Board of Directors, and Community
It is important to involve staff. Board of Directors, and community in master plan
development. A successftil master plan will include perspectives fix>m various
individuals. Most institutions that have and use their master plan, included three groups
in master plan development. Evidence shows that when an institution includes the Board
of Directors in master plan development, the master plan is reviewed more often and is
therefore, more successful. It is shown that an institution perceives their master plan as
their most effective planning tool and also successful when they include the community
in master plan development

Results implied that staff from all departments, not only department heads, should be
involved in master plan development. They should be recognized in the document,
preferably in the beginning, if they were involved. This creates stated collaboration for
the master plan. Also, the Board of Directors and community needs to be involved for
the same reasons as stated above. This formally stated collaboration is especially
important for the Board of Directors, since they are involved in contributing to and
identifying other funding sources for the institution.

Inclusion of Key Sections and Graphics in the Master Plan
Results indicated that there are certain sections that should be included in the master plan.
These are an illustrative site plan, cost estimate, timeline section, site analysis section,
and a variety of graphics. An illustrative site plan, with clear, concise graphics, is
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important to include if the master plan is to be used for marketing and implementation of
future gardens. The site analysis section is also important when the master plan is used
for marketing and implementation of future gardens. It helps reflect what the garden
used to be and what it will be in the future. Inclusion of graphics such as plans, sections,
elevations, and photos are beneficial for the master plan and also important if the master
plan is used for maiiceting. It is difficult to illustrate the garden's goals and objectives
without graphics. Generally speaking, institution Directors feel their master plan is a
very effective plaiming tool if an illustrative site plan, site analysis section, and graphics
included in the document. The cost estimate and timeline sections are not as critical to
include, if used for marketing, as the illustrative site plan; however, the cost estimate
helps to maintain the garden budget and the timeline or phasing strategies is important for
prioritizing projects.

Master plans should also integrate guidelines on interpretive and educational if the master
plan is used for program development. In addition, master plans should include
circulation plans, potential for future expansion, utilities, infi^tructure, parking, and
themes. Design guidelines are also essential for a master plan. They ensure that the
botanical garden fulfills its mission through its exhibits, programs, and services through
the proposed site layout.
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Mission Statements
Almost all institutions have a mission statement and most include it in the master plan.
Results indicated that it is important to include the mission statement in the beginning of
the document, especially if the master plan is to be used for marketing purposes.
Therefore, the mission and related goals of the institution are clearly evident to potential
donors. Mission statements also help the institution stay focused on their particular
goals and objectives. For example, it is shown that institutions do not need to update
their master plan as often if the mission statement is included in the master plan.
Institutions also perceive their master plan as successftil and an effective planning tool, if
the mission statement it included.

Other Master Plan Considerations
The following master plan considerations were developed through both informal
conversations with Directors during the phone survey and also through detailed
information from the e-mail responses:

Need for an Industry Standard
There are a wide variety of master plans, from master plans that are quite lengthy with
many graphics to master plans that are very short with no graphics. Possibly, there needs
to be an industry standard. However, having standardized master plans may give the
garden less control of the function of its master plan. Different master plan strategies
work for different botanical gardens.

Budget
Make sure the master plan is in correspondence with how much money will be available
for implementation. Budget does buy more consultants but it does not buy ideas,
purpose, or commitment. A particular institution may not need a lot of money, but it
needs the motivation to develop the garden.

Potential Constraints on Master Plan Development
There are many potential constraints on master plan development: time, budget, site,
politics, historical issues, topography, and zoning ordinances are only a few. hi addition,
the institution should know what they want before the Request for Proposal goes out. hi
that way, a consultant carmot dictate the needs of the institution. Also, master plan
development can be difficult when there are separate governing authorities. For example,
when the County government manages a garden, but the programs are developed by a
non-profit organization. Another constraint may emerge when there are changes in
Trustees or Director. The institution may be forced to go back and review what had been
done to date, and in some case, start over. Small staff numbers can also make master
plan development difHcult due to limited resources. Lastly, one Director suggested
visiting other institutions to share and compare master plan experiences in order to
minimize potential constraints on master plan development and implementation.
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Director's Interpretation of Master Plan Success
Most Directors feel their master plan is successful. One Director stated that the master
plan helped in the recruitment of their Development Director. Another Director
described how the master plan effectively guided fund raising and development at the
institution. Particular master plans were described as visionary, but attainable, practical,
suitable, usable, generators of ideas, and guidance for future development. Lastly, one
Director described the master plans as an effective communication device; it assisted in
communicating the mission to constituents outside of the institution.

Other Potential Uses for the Master Plan
Most institutions that have a master plan, will indeed use it. IX^minant uses include;
marketing, implementation of future gardens, and program development. However, some
Directors stated that they use their master plan for more than the functions described in
this study. Other uses included: membership development, explanation of vision to the
Board of Directors and Staff, presentation of design guidelines for the institution, and as a
tool at their fall retreat.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSIONS
The two research methodologies used for this thesis successfully addressed the research
goals and objectives by focusing on certain factors of successful master plan
implementation and the four hypotheses that helped define certain characteristics of
successful implementation.

It was shown through the master plan analysis and surveys, that involvement of a
landscape architecture firm increases the amount of master plan review and promotes an
accurate reflection of the master plan in the garden. This leads to increased master plan
use. It was also shown that including the Board of Directors in the development of the
master plan increases the amount of master plan review, therefore increasing its use.
Results indicated that if the community was involved in the development of the master
plan, the Director's had a perspective that their master plan was successful and also that it
was the institution's most effective planning tool. This can potentially increase master
plan implementation. Results also showed that master plan implementation increases
when it contains key sections and graphics, and that these key sections impact specific
functions of the master plan. It was also indicated that if a mission statement is present
in the master plan, the Director had a perspective that their master plan was successful
and would be the institution's most effective plaiming tool.
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There are many interesting results fix)m the comparisons that aided in the development of
factors of successful master plan implementation. However, the comparisons performed
with the demographic information, such as size of the institution, year of establishment,
number of staff, and annual visitation rate, did not show any significant relationships with
master plan implementation. Therefore, one can speculate that successful master plan
implementation depends solely on the individual institution.

Interestingly, seen through the results of this thesis that if an institution has a master plan,
their annual visitation rate, number of staff, and program development increases. It was
also shown that institutions without a master plan are experiencing increases in visitation,
staff, and programs. However, the growth of botanical gardens in the United States in the
last decade is certainly increasing; therefore, experiencing increases in visitation, staff,
and programs will occur with or without a master plan.

Research Limitations
Research limitations and successes are manifested for every thesis. As mentioned above,
several research goals and objectives were successfully achieved. However, there were
several research limitations. First of all, budget information was not available for several
botanical gardens and arboreta and therefore could not be included in the research. The
budget would have been a good factor to analyze in relation to master plan
implementation. For example, if a particular garden has a very high budget for the
development of their master plan, implementation of the master plan may have been more
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successful. Another limitation was the lack of written information on master plans,
specifically for botanical gardens and arboreta. Research material was gathered from a
few articles on the subject, the use of existing master plans, and through the expertise of
directors that were interviewed. Information on the history of master plan use was
unavailable. That deficiency made the research very challenging; however, it also
validated the need for this kind of research.

Another limitation was the need to survey more Directors. More than half of the
Directors surveyed did have a master plan. Lacking a larger percentage of Directors
without a master plan made it difficult to isolate the characteristics that affect the use of
the master plan. The information obtained from Directors without a master plan was
helpful in the overall descriptive analysis of institutions. Their survey responses could
not be used in most comparisons. Lastly, defining "use" of master plans was difficult.
The gathered survey responses from Directors of botanical gardens and arboreta could be
opinionated, based upon individual perception of what "use" is.

Potential Future Research
There are several possibilities for further research on this topic. First of all, one research
possibility can focus on the actual process of implementing and developing the master
plan at the institution. The process can be analyzed how to involve the staff. Board, and
community in master plan development; raising funds to implement individual gardens;
and use of the master plan for different functions. Another potential research topic is to
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survey landscape architects to analyze how they develop master plans and work with the
institution in the development of the master plan. Lastly, potential research can look at
the institution mission statement and its role in the master plan. However, despite the
possibilities for further research, one of the greatest sources of information for individual
institutions is other institutions. Collaboration is needed among institutions to share
experiences of master plan development and implementation. Collaboration could occur
in the form of regional workshops, seminars, and visits to other institutions.

Creating successful master plans is not only the result of particular characteristics
discussed in this thesis. It is also contingent on having a key person with a driving force,
committed Board members and staff, use of clever approaches for fund-raising,
persistence, choosing effective professional consultation, and the ambition to create a
useful and creative master plan.
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APPENDIX A
MASTER PLAN ANAYSIS
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Master Plan Analysis/
Descriptive Analysis of 20

///

G«fwr»l OuMlions
1

Where is tne gaiOen iocaie<J/re9on''

Anchorage. Alaska; Pacific
Reg»on

Vail. Colorado, intenor
West

Picayune. Mississippi;
Southeast

Phoenix. Anzona. intenor
West

2

What IS the size of tr^e garoen (acres)''

no

t

64

145

3

Annual VisitatKyi

50.000

tos.oco

9.710

230.944
Pnvate Nonorofit

4

Governing Authonty

Private Nonprofit

Pm/aie Nonprofit

CoflegeAJfuversity

5

• oi Staff

3

4

5

74

6

9otan»c^ Garden or Amoretum

Botanical garden

Botanical garden

Ar^retum

Botanical garden

7

Open to the PuOiic

1992

1987

1990

1939

8

What kjrv] of garden is if What are the common
desfgn/e*ft«frl themes^

Leisure, research

Interpretive center for The
Display^ theme gardens
CrosOy Arooretum depicting
wTth alpir^ ar>d
the
Woods of the
suOaipine plant species
Deep South

Sonoran desert arv3 andlanC empnasis

Master Plan Analysis

1

What IS the titfe of the master plan''

Master Ptan Study

1999-2000 Business
Ptan ar>d Budget with
Anached Strategic
Vision

Pmecote Master Plan. A
Guide For Long Range
Development

Master Plan for Facilities

2

When was the master plan oevefoped (pnntmg
(Jate)'

Novemoer 1990

1999

1994

1998

3

What IS the length of the master plan''

27 pages

20 pages

34 pages

14 pages, pius appendices

4

Was statf mentioned as betng involved m the
development of the master pian''

No

No

Yes

No

5

Was the Board menooned as tjemg involved m the
development of the master plan''

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

Who else was mvofved m the development of the
master plan''

Consultants. Alaska Botanical
Garden Study committee

Volunteers

Consultants

Consultants

7

Were local consonants hired to develop the master
plan''

Yes

No

Yes. No

Yes

8

Is there a mission statement uKiuded in me master
plan''

No

Yes

No

Yes

9

is the mission statement located m the t^egmning of
the master plan''

No mission statement

Yes

No mission statement

Yes

10

Are the garden s interpretive goals arxJ oOtectives
dacussed or illustraied tn the master plan''

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

11

How are the interpretive goals and oPiectives
descrU>ed in the master plan''

Interpretive Signage
guidelines

It pnormzes programs
that support educational
mission.

Descnbes landscape
interpretive stations

DescnpDons of future
interpretive goals

12

Are design guidelir>es included in the master plan^

Yes

No

No

No. they are programmatic
needs

13

What ktfxJs of graphics are mduded m tr>e master Maps, sections, perspectives.
plan?
thumt>*ruuls

No graphics

Plans, pnotos. perspectives

Plans, sketches, sections

No

Yes

Yes

Mission statement site
analysis, bmeime. cost
estimate

None

Structural Features

Special Garden Prefects;
Items (or Future Study:
Site Amenities; Future
Exnibrts: Master Plan
Resources

No

No

14

IS there an lOustratrve srte plan''

Yes

15

What are the mtssir>g sections of the master plan,
accordtr^ to specific sections discussed m the bt.
review (Mission statement, master plan ct})ectivQs.
site ariolysis. proposed layout, timeline, and cost
est»nai66/budg«t)7

Mission Statement

16

What are the additional sections of ir>e master plan.
accordir>g to specific sections discussed m the bt.
review (Mission statement, garden
concept/prograrrvmaster plan guidelines, site
analysts, proposed layout, timelirie. and cost
estunaies/btidget)?

Land Use issues

3-5 Year Strategic
Vision

17

is tt>ere mention of historical planning efforts''

No

No

Site Ar>alysis. Proposed
layout
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Master Plan Analysis/
Descriptive Analysis of 20
Master Plans

/

/

G«n«ral Qu—tiom
Where is the garden hxated/region"

Hesston. Kansas.
MtOwest

Fort Worth. Teias.
Southeas:

Hersn«v. Pennsytvania: MidAttantic

Kimand. Onio. WKSwesi

What IS tr>e sae o< the garCer> (acres)"^
Annual ViS'taoon

T4.200

700.000

45.000

Govemmq Autnonty

CoMegeUnrversity

Municipal

Pnvaie Nonprofit

• ot Staff

3.5

3otanicaJ Garden or Arooretum

Bocanical garden

Botantcal garden

Open to trie PuOtic

1934

1937

T950

Theme gardens, natural
wooded areas.

Display garden of seasonal
color, rose garden. ar>d

Largest aroorefum m u S .
plant coitections. researcn.

What kind of garden ts if What are the common

desi^n/exhtCit tt^emes'^

Piams arxj grasslands

expansive vtstas

ftuSefffy

hotrse

Pnvaie Nonprctit

e(3uc3bon

MMl*r Plan Analytis

What IS tne title of the master plan''

Dyck ArDoretum of the
Plains Master Plan

Port Worth Botanic
Garden: A View of the
Future

Hersney Gardens Strategic
Plan

When was the master plan deveiooed (pnntmg
date)''
What IS tr*e length of the master plan''

Master Plan 2000

NovemDer 1989

40 pages

^ 1 pages

6 pages

54 pages

Was staff menDoned as oeing involved m the
devetopment of the master plan''
Was the Board mentioned as oetng involved m the
development of tne master plan"'

Who else was involved in the devetopment of the
master plan"*

Pfannir>g Committee,
consultants

Consultants

Were local consultants hired to develop the master
plan''
is there a mission statement mcludea m the master
plan''
is the mission statement located m the beginning of
the master plan''

No mission statement

Are the garden s interpretive goals and oPt^ctives
discussed or illustrated m the master plan''

Contairts informaDon on
Research institute

How are the interpretive goals and oorectr^
descnbed m the master plan''

Are design guideitr>es included m the master plan''

No. tr.ey are
programmatic needs.

What kinds of graphics are included m the master
plan''

Sketches, plans,
photos, sections

Plans. sectKxts. photos,
perspectives

Mission statement,
timetine. cost estimates

Timeime. cost estimate

Bnefly outlined m Strategic
Objectives

Education Chapter
included

Plans, photos

ts tnere an tfiustratrve site plan''
What are the mtssir>g sections of tne master plan,
according to specific sections discussed in me bt
revfew (Mission statement, master plan oOiectives.
Site analysts, proposed layout. timeiir>e. and cost
esomaies/tudget)''

What are the additional sections of the master plan,
according lo speofic sections discussed m the bt
Statement o( Purpose;
review (Mission statement, garden
Concept Development:
concept/program/master plan guidelines, site
Policies
ar>alysis. proposed layout, timeline, and cost
estimates/budget)?

Is there mention of histoncal planning efforts?

Site Ariaiysis. proposed
layout, timeline

Descnption of ensttng
Pnnaples of Hershey
gardens; descnption of
Gardens; Strategic Obiectives
master plan process

Cost Estimate

Visitation; Land Use Plan
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Descriptive Analysis of 20
Master Plans

/

///

/
/

^

/
/
/

/
*,^<3

•/
-^
^

/
/

/

///
^

General Quwiiom
1

San Marvnx Catifomia: Paofc

Where is the gansan located/re^on''

sae

PortarxJ. Oregon.

P«jafic

BatOe Creek. V%cn«gan:
ltAd««est

Channassen. Unr>esoca.
UdMest

207

9

72

9X

3

Annual VsitaDon

460.000

No gales

46.960

222^5

4

Gowcmrtg Autnonty

Prrvate Nonprofit

Prrvate Nonprctit

CottegeUruversity

5

• of Staff

310

3

8

110

6

BocanMai Garden or Artxyetum

Bocancat garden

Botarucaf garden

A/tioreUXTi

Artxreturn

1983

1922

19S8

2

What s tne

Ofxn

7

a

of me garden (acres)''

1928

lotne PuOiic

What tone ot garden ts rt'' wrxal are tne comrrwn
desigrb'odKM tnemes'^

i^arge octic ptant ccfieci>ons
and marmured gardens

Smafl. public txtancaf parv
speoatiTing m native plants and Artxjrefum vwm trals and
martanance of hBtoncat
theme ptanting areas
coOections

Dtspiay & OernonsTrafion
gardens, research. traiK

Master Ran Anaiyais

1

What IS tne title Gf me master plan''

A Clear Vis*on for tr>e
Huntir>gton Bocamcaf Garderts
from 1995 to 2020 (There s
been updates sir>ce me was
pudisnedJ

2

When was tne master plan deweiooed (printing
date)''

1994

3

Wha rs me tengm of me master pian''

4

Was staff menriar>ed as t)9ng vrwcivQd m me
oevefccment of me master ptan''

5

6

Was tne Board mermoned as Deng mvcrved
dcvefopmenf
me master ptan''

at

m

tne

Who etse was mvcived me deveiGpment of me
master plan''

OMtop

memaster

Lala Artxrefum Ccncepc
Master Ptan F^epor:

A Ptan for the Mnnesota
Landscape Artxsretun

No ansvver

1994

1987

as pages

60 pages

26 pages, pkis
appendces Update
Anachment

B4 pages

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Overseer (Committee

Citizen Advtsory Commttee.
Park Bureau. Consultants

CorT¥Ttjr*tv. Consi^lartts

M'A

Yes

Yes

Yes. No

Yes. No

Yes

No

No

No

Master Ptan Goaf and StucV
Scope

S

7

Were locat oxsutants hired to
pian''

8

is there d missicn statement included vi tne master
pian''

9

is the misstcn statement located m tne t)e9nntng of
tne master pian''

Yes

No mssion statement

No masoi statement

No mesion statement

10

Are me garden s viterpreove goats and cbiecxrves
dsoissed or rflustrated
the master plan''

No

No

Yes

No

11

How are the irverpretive goats and cDtectiv^s
descnbed in tl>e master pian?

U/A

N'A

impiemention ct me site
ito an education cemer
tortxitany

N'A

12

Are design gudebrws included n tnemaster ptan''

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

13

What iunds of graprws are included m memaster
plan''

Nograpncs

Ptans. sketches, pnotos

Ptarw

F^ans. perspectives, sketches

14

Is mere an ifustraove site plan''

No

No

Yes

Yes

15

What are me msstfig sec&cns of me master plan,
accordng to speciftc sections <>scussed ai the kL
rcvtew (Mtssion statement master ptan oDfectiNfis.
site ariafyss. proposed
omeiir)e. and cost
estunates/tiudgel)''

Proposed layout tmetvte

lyissnn statement cost
estimates

Mission Stafemertt.
Tmettfie

Mission statement nmeime. cost
estimates

Concept Master Plan
Update

The Relationship between the
Cotseaion Pc*cv and the Design
of the Artjoretum. interpnsaDon
& Signage. Strategy for Coprtg
wim Peak Visitor Capacity.
Visitor Survey

No

No

Otizen note. Bulking Use
Ov«rafl Bfects ct trte Ptan.
wrtat are me adcttonat sectioRs of tne master plan.
Program Oevctopment Ptan for (^orxxpcs. Botamcaf Collections,
to speaftc sections dscussed
meit
r ransit arxJ Partar>g.
The Hunongton BotanKaf
resnew (Mssion statement ganJen
Implementation. Land
Gardens. OrganizaiKsnat
corKxtx/prograrrymaster ptan guideftnes. site
AcqusAon. retabortthg} to
Resources. Pctioes &
anafysis. proposed layout ivneine. and cost
eostng traii system.
Pnxedures. Plant Sates
estimates/txjdgef)?
Management Framework
Management

ecaxortg

16

17

IS there mention of hutoncaf planning efforts''

Yes

Yes
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/
/

/si

/

^

/
/

/
•»

/

//V/
Z.

/
Z

Gufl Qmrtont
1

Where is tne garden tocatedregion''

Eugene. Oregon; Pacific

Chapd HiO. Noftn
Carolina: Southeast

San Franctsco. Califomia.
Pacrfic

Tucson. Anzona. interior
West

2

What IS tne size of ff>e garden (acres)''

208

600

55

49

3

Amual Visrtanon

95.000

95.000

500.000

170.000
Private Nonprofit

4

Governing AuO^ty

Prrvate Nonprofit

CoUege/Unniersity

Prrv^e Nonprofit

5

• 0* Staff

3.5

25

37

12

6

Bctanicai Garden or ArDoretum

Amoretum

Botancal garden

Botanical garden. Artxxetum

Botancal garden

7

Open to the Pu&hc

1978

1968

1940

1985
Uroan desert preserve
wmature trails, demo
gardens, and aitural
embrts

e

What kind d garden ts if What are tne common
design/eaft&ft tnefnes'>

Arooretum that displays wortd
ecoto^cal zones

Natural naDftat dispiavs

Urtjan oasis m Golden Gate
P»K

Maslir Plan Anatyais

1

What ts ine tise d the master plan''

The Mount Ptsgan Art)oretum
P^terPtan

North Caroiru Botanical
Garden Master Plan

A Garden for tne 2ist
Century

Tonono Chui Paty Master

2

When was the master ptan developed (printing
dale)''

1993

1992

1995

1996

3

What IS the keogtn o< the master ptan''

79 pages

38 pages

111 pages

14 pages

4

Was staft men&oned as bevig mvctved m the
deveicpment of tne master plan''

No

Yes

No

No

5

Was the Board mentioned as t)etfig tn^^tved m the
development of tne master plan''

No

Yes

NO

No

6

Who else was trtvofwed m tne development of tne
master plan''

Pnerxss of Mourrt Pisgah
Art>ore(ijm. cortsuitarts. Master
Ptanntf^gCommittee Memoers

Consultants

San Franosco Recreaoon &
Parks Commission. Master
Plan Steering Convnittee.
Consultants

Master Piamrtg
Comrrutiee. Master Plan
Resources

7

Were tocai consultants huw to deveiop the master
ptan''

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

8

\s (here a mission statement included
plan'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

9

Is tne mission statement located <n the be^nmng of
the master plan''

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

10

Are the garden's interpretive goals and ootectiv«s
cftscussed or illustrated m trte master plan''

No and Its mentioned m its
mission.

Yes

Yes

No. tn separate document

n

How are the trterprecive goals and oOtectnes
de5cr<>ed n tne master plan''

N/A

Design guKjelines for
•nterpretaoon tecnrsques
& signage

Promoting PuOlic Awareness
of Plants & tne Environment
Through Education cnaoter

M/A

12

Are design guKieitries nxiuOed m tne master plan''

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

13

What tur^ of graphics are included m the master
plan''

Ptar^. sectiorxs. photos

Plans, sketches, pnotos.
sections

Photos, plans, sections,
details, perspectives

Ptans. secoons.
perspectives

14

is there an ilusiratn^ srte plan''

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IS

What are the mtssmg secfions of the master plan,
according to speof^ sections discussed m tne lit
revte^ (Mission statemert:. master plan ootectives.

Timeline

rimeiine. cost estinnates

Timeline

Site Arialysts. Timeline

16

What are the addrtionaf sections of the master plan,
according to specific sections discussed m tne bt
ra^tew (Mtssion statement garden
concept/progranvmaster plan gt«defsrw5. site
analysts, proposed layout bmeM. arti cost
estimaMs/toudgei)

AitMretum Theme. A Narrative
Arnvaf Sequence

History. The Maior
Buddtfigs. Nature Trad
Etfubrts. Infrastructure

Maior Architectural.
Landscape, and GardenWide Design Proposals
(Each a separate chapter)

None

17

Is there menticn of hisuxicai ptanrwig efforts''

No

Yes

Yes

No

the master

site anafysis, proposed layout ttmefine. and cost
estvnaies/budgeO''
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General Questions
Tucson. Anzona: imenor
West

MosccMr. Idaho; imertor West

Madsort Wsconstfi: Mkfwest

Bera ^4evada. intervr
West

1

Where js me garden localed/regicr''

2

Whar«tnesjzeof me garoen (acres)''

6

63

2991

to

3

Amuaf Visitat>on

94.93t

No gates

No gates

No gates

4

Gcwcmmg AutfionTv

pTTvate Nonprofit

CoSegoUmversif^

Courw^egKY^

• ol Start

75

2

CottegerUrwersity

5
6

Bctancai Garoen or A/tnreium

Botanical garden

7

Open to tf>e PuOlic

1968

8

V/rwd kmd

ct garJen s it? What ^ tne common
designietfiibil ttiemes''

25

T

Botaracaf garden. Aitxrctum

Arboretun

Artioretun

1962

1934

1965

Urban Dotamcal garden wim
empnasis on education arxl
cksert plart t^c

Urwersity arbcretum

Emcir^ascs cn restoraCiorv
related research and
oeajcaftcrt

Emphasis cn native
plants of the S«rra
Ne/ad»Greec Basm
rwjon

Slrate^c Ptan
T ucson
Botarvcal Garden
(No
master plan)

ShattucK Arboretum arvJ Botancaf
Garden

PTiysical Dcveicfynent Master
Plan

WdburD May
Artjoretum Master Ptan
1984

1998

\vec

1994

1964

I7page5

86 pages

51 pages, plus apoenoces

32 pages

Muter Plan Analysis

1

2

3

wriat IS tne one or the master

When was the master plan developed (ponbng
cJalej"'
What IS the length

at the master plan''

4

Was staff mertKjneO as t)eng
n Tie
deveiocxnent d the master plan''

Yes

Yes

No

No

S

Was the Board menboned as bang involved tn the
devdcpmert d the master plan''

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

Consutants

Master Plan comrrMtee.
Consiitarts

Washoe Ccur*y Pan®
Oepi.. Consultants.
Corrwnjmfy

No

Yes

6

Who«ise was rrvoved n trte deveiocmerv
master plan''

d the

7

Were 'ocal consuttarvs hired to deve^ the master
plan''

N/A

Yes

8

Is there a mrssion statement nduoed >n me master
plan''

Yes

No

rjo

No

9

Is the mssion statement located in the t^egtnmng ol
Che master plan'

Yes

No ntssKn statement

No rression statemerv

No

10

Are the garden s trterprecrve goats axi oCiec&vcs
ciscussed or ilustraied n the master plan''

Yes

Yes

No

No

11

HOW are the nterpretive goats and coiectrves
descnced the master plan''

Educaoonal goats are
descrrped tfi the Program
Goais chapter.

inctud6d m the Program Ptanrwig arvJ
Design Cirectrwes s the Emphasis on
Teacmig. Research and Ejoenoon
sec:t)on

M'A

N/A

12

Are design guKJeknes incfuded n the master plan''

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

13

What lunds ol grapncs are mctuded m themaster
plan*?

Norie

Plans, sections, perspectrves. pnotos

Plans, pncios. details

Plans, sketches.

14

Is there an 4iustracrve site plan''

Yes

Yes

Not me wfKte site

Yes

15

What are the mtssv^g sectKrts ol me masterplan,
accordng to specrfic sections (sscussed m the fit
revtew f AAssion statement, master plan ottectrves.
Site ar^atysis. proposed layout, tunettne. and cost
estimates/twogel)''

Site anafysis. proposed
layout, cost estvnate (more
bke twdget goafs)

Mssion statement

Mission statement, timeline

Mssion stacement

Certan acldKior>at irfom>aix3n m
apoendices: ctscussion cn the
piamng process

None

PuCAc InputOuesoonnaire Resiils

Yes

No

Yes

16

17

Program Goafs. Facilities
CoRvnttee Goafs. Fir>ar)ce
What are the addtionat sectKre of tne master plan,
Commttee Goats.
according K) specific sections cfscussed m the fit
Oevetopment Goats. Earned
revtew (Mission staiemere. garden
Irtcome Grft Shop Goats.
conce^t/prograrrvmasier plan guKWnes. sne
Board MerrCers Corrvnittee
analysfs. proposed layout, ttmeiine. and cost
Goats. Starting Plan Goats.
estimates/tiudgei)?
Communicalion CoTTYnrtiee
Goats
IS there merbon of hstoncai pianrung cMorts''

No
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APPENDIX B
Interview Questions for Directors with a Master Plan

1. Do you currently use your master plan? What is the dominant use for your master
plan: (A) marketing and fund-raising. (B) Implementing future gardens, (C) Program
development or (D) other-Please specify.
2. Does the garden reflect your current or previous master plan?
3. Did you hire a landscape architecture firm to prepare your master plan? Were they
local or out-of-state? Do you feel this impacted the quality of your master plan?
4. Was staff involved in the development of the master plan? Which staff? How were
they involved?
5. Who else was involved in the development of your master plan?
6. What sections in the master plan do you refer to the most? Site analysis? Timeline?
Cost estimate? Layout plan?
7. Do you feel the quality of the graphics in your master plan impacts the use of your
master plan?
8. How often is the master plan evaluated and/or up-dated? How often is it referred to?
Do you have scheduled reviews?
9. Does the garden have a mission statement? Is your mission statement included in
your master plan?
10. How important do you feel the mission statement is in the master plan? Why?
11. Do you feel budget influences the quality of the master plan?
12. What is your most effective planning tool? Why?
13. How would you improve your existing master plan?
14. Is your institution growing? How? Visitation? Programs? How many staff work
there?

APPENDIX C
SURVEY RESPONSES:
INSTITUTIONS WITH A MASTER PLAN
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Director Interviews with
Master Plans

Acfluns ArtX5fetufn. Th«

1

Whmt ctty/stale la ih«
garden localad in?

Ridgety. MaiyarK]

2

3

4

5

What reyion is the
gardafl localad in? (1)
Pactftc. (2) tntmnor
W—U (3) UidwMt. (4)
Nortttaaat. (5>MitfAtlantic. (6) Southaaat

Artkoratum (1) or
Botarucal Garden (2)

What is tha siza of tha
garden (acres)?

Annual Visttacion

5

1

425

6.500

80

12.000

2

Anxx«tum. The. Univttrsity al Centrai Fionda

Onar>do. Florida

6

t

3

B«rKshr« Boc^nical Gjrd<*n

StochfirvjQe. MA

4

2

15

11.416

Vdil. Colorado

2

2

1

105000

4

Berry Fcrd

Garden

S

C«(3ar Vaiifly Artsoretum & Sotanc Gardens

Waterloo, lowa

3

^2

74

2000

6

Cheyenne Botanc Garden

Cheyenne. Wyomng

2

2

8

25.000

7

Coastal Mawie Botanicai Gardens

Boothbay. Maew

4

2

130

8

Croscy Artoretum. Mastssc>C> State Unrversity

Picayne. Mt^sisscp*

6

\

1000

8630

F*

Oantel Stowe Bocanical Garden

Betrnont North Caroltfia

6

2

125

100.000

10

T he Odwes Arboretum

Newark. OhK)

5

1149

235.781

1^

Desert Bctancal Garden

Pt)oenui. An2ona

2

2

145

230.944

12

OotTvan Area Botancal Garden

Dothan. AL

6

2

50

10.000

13

Fdircfuk] Trepeal Garden

Miami. Flonda

6

2

83

123.497

14

Fnencts of San Lus Obapo Balance Garden

San Lua Obtspo. CA

t

2

ISO

3.000

15

Fort Worth Bocanic Garden

Fort Worth. Texas

6

2

109

700.000

16

Fulerton Artsoretum

Fullerton. Calilomia

I

I

26

55792

17

Garven Woodlarxl Garder^

Hoc Spnngs. AR

6

2

209

823

16

Harry P Leu Gardens

OrtarKto. Fionda

6

2

SO

115.000

19

Her^hey Garderts

Hershey. PA

5

2

23

45.000

20

KJenm Arooretum A Batanc Gardens

Rockford. IL

5

1.2

155

24.924

21

Lady Bird Johnson Wddflower Center

Ausfin. TX

2

2

43

100.000

22

McKee Bocaniial Garden (under restoration)

Vero Beach. Florida

6

2

20

23

Morton Artxjretum

Usle. IL

5

'

1700

314^17

24

Mounts BoCanical Garden

West Palm Beach.
FlorKja

6

2

13

40.000

2S

NortoOi Botanical Garden

Norfcrfk. VA

6

2

155

155.794

26

Obnch BoCantcal Gardertt

Madoon. Wiscoron

5

2

37

203000

27

Onorx] E. White Artjoretum

Boyce. VA

5

1

170

60.500

28

Reeves-Aeed Arooretum

Summit. New Jersey

5

1

13

25.000

29

Rio Grande Botarxc Gartton

At>equerque. New
Menco

2

2

78

490528

30

T ohono Chul Park

Tucson. Arizona

2

2

60

200000

31

Tucson Bocarucaf Garden

T ucson. Arizona

2

2

6

94.931

32

Unrversity o( Waconsvt Art>cretum

Mirtson. Woccrun

S

1

2991

<r>o gates)

33

Utah BoCanical C«nter

Logan. Utah

2

2

100

ir«s ' 1 r-c ;Ci rurr«ncai va(u« i mo answe'

Director Interviews with
Master Plans

6

f

B

Governing Autliortty:
Demographics
(2)
(4) Nonprofit. (3)
Urban: «2SO.OOO.
i of Staff (full and part
(1) Suburlian: 250.00<^
CoU«9«AJniv«r«itv. (2)
time)
50.000.
(0) Rural: •
Hunici^U (1)
50.000
County/Regional

9

^0

Op«n lo the Public

Oo you currently uao
your maatar plan?

Adkms Art>cr0tutn. Th«

4

6

0

1904

2

Art>cfetum. The. Unfv«r9itv ct C<»ntral Florida

3

5

2

1983

2

Beftishire Sotancal Garden

4

9

0

1934

2

0«rTv Ford Alp«n« Garden

4

4

0

1937

2

Cedar Vailey Art>oretum & Botanic Gardens

4

3

1

1995

2

Cheyenne Botanic Garden

2

4

1

1997

2

Coastal Maine Botanical Gard^ms

4

T

0

1995

-

Crosby Art)ore(um. Misstssippt State University

3

5

1

1989

2

Daniel Siowe Botanical Garden

4

24

0

1991

2

The Dawes Art>orelijm

4

37

1

1929

1

Desert Botanicai Garden

4

74

2

1939

2

Dothan Area Botanical Garden

4

3

1

1997

2

Fairchiid Tropica< Garden

4

70

2

1938

2

Friends ol San Luts Gbispo Botancal Garden

4

J

2

1906

2

Fort Wor9) Botanic Gartlen

2

45

2

1934

FuBerton Art>orerufn

2

ts

2

1976

2

Garven Woodland Gardens

3

16

1

1990

2

Harry P Leu Gardens

2

30

2

1962

2

Hershey Gardens

4

5

1

1937

1

Klehm Art}oretum & Botanic Gardens

4

12

1

1997

2

Lady Bird Johnson W•kitlower Center

4

40

1

1982

2

McKee Botanical Garden (under restorat)on)

4

5

1

1932

2

Morton ArOoreium

4

16S

1

1922

2

Mounts Botanical Garden

1

7

1

1976

2

Norfolk Botancal Garden

4

42

2

1937

1

Obrich Botancal Gardens

2.4

36

1

1952

2

Orland E. White Ar&oretum

2

19

0

1982

2

Reeves-Reed Art>oretum

4

10

0

1974

2

Rio Grande Bctanc Garden

2

14

2

1996

2

ToTtono Chui Park

4

12

2

198S

2

Tucson Bctancal Garden

4

25

2

1968

2

University of Wisconsin Art>or«tum

3

25

1

1934

2

Utah Botanical Center

3

12

1

2003

2

I 12
•ws . !. -c .Z) nc/n«ncai ««tw« i ;r>0 answ«r

Director Interviews with
Master Plans

Achans Aftxretum. The
Artxyetum. The: Urw«rsitv of Central Fkyida

What ta tha donananl
uaa for your maatar
plan: marlMtir>9 and
fundramng?

12

13

14

15

Implamanlmg (utura
gardana?

Program
davatopmant?

Otfiar...naaM spaafy.

Doaatha gardan
raflaet your currant or
pravioua maaiar plan?

113
1^1 ytn ' ^' nc

num*oc«» vWu<» '

16

Director Interviews with
Master Plans

Old you hire a
lartdacape
aretulacture firm to
prepare your maetar
plan?

1

A<9urts A/oore(um. The

2

2

Amoretum. T he: Uniwersjiy o< Central Ftorxte

I

1

3

Berkshire Bctancst Garden

2

2

4

Beny Ford Aiptf>e Garden

1

5

C»3ar VaBev A/txyetum & Bocarac Gardens

2

2

6

Cheyenne Botarac Garden

2

;

Coastal Maine Botaracai Gardens

8

17

18

19

20

Was tha community
Do you faal this
Was lha staff involvad
involved in tha
Was tha firm local (1) dactaion impacted tha
in tha dsvalopmani of
davalopmant of your
qualify of your matfar
Of national (2)?
your maatar plan?
master plan?
plan?

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

No »t^; ai the orrwj

2

1

2

2

2

2

tj?

2

Crostjy Artxvetum. Mississcc* State Umversiry

2

1.2

2

9

Daniel Stowe BoCancal Garden

2

2

10

The Dawes Artxyetum

2

2

M

Desert Botarucai Garden

2

J2

Docnan Area BoCancal Garden

13

2
2

1

2

1

'

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

Fairchild Tropcai Garden

2

1

2

2

1

U

Fnends of San Luts Ootsoo Bocancal Garden

:

2

2

Had no staft at me ame

t

15

Fort Worth Bocanc Garden

2

1

1

2

16

Fullerton A/t>ore(um

1

17

Garven WoodarKl Gardens

2

2

18

H^ry P. Leu Gardertt

2

2.1

19

Hershey Gardens

1

20

Klehm Artxrenjm & Bocarac Garder>s

2

1

21

LM/ Bird Jorv«on Wiklttower Certfer

1

22

McKee Bocarwcal Garden (under restoration)

23

2

t

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

Morton Arooretum

2

2.t

2

2

2

24

Mounts Bocarucal Garden

2

2

1

2

1

25.

Norfolk BoCamcal Garden

2

2

1

2

2

26

Obnch Bolarvcai Gardens

2

2

2

1

27

Ortand E. White ArtMretum

2

1

2

2

I

28

Reev«s-need Artnretun

2

2

2

2

2

29

RIO Grande SccarHC Garden

2

12

2

2

2

30

To*X3no Chul Par*

2

1

2

2

2

31

Tucson Bdanical Garden

2

1

t

2

I

32

UruversiTy ol Wtscorun Arboretum

2

12

2

2

1

33

Utah Bolarvcai Center

1

2

2

2

2

I 14

21

22

23

24

25

Director Irtterviews with
Master Plans

Was the Board
involved in the
development or your
maatar plan?

Which eeetton do you
refer to th« mo«l in
your maalaf plan: eita
analyaia?

TimaliiM/Phaaing
•tratagiaa?

Coat Eetimata?

Layout plan?

'

Adkms Arboretum. The

2

1

1

1

2

2

ArOoretum. Th«. University o( Central Plonda

!

2

1

2

3

Berkshire Botanical Garden

2

T

1

2

4

B«tr/ Por^ Aip«>e Garden

2

2

1

$

Cixktr VaHey ArtMretum & Boraruc G«irder>s

No Board at the time

•

2

2

6

Cheyenne SoianM; Garden -

2

1

'

2

2

7

Codsul Mair>e Botantcai Gardens

2

2

2

2

2

Crosby Artoreium. Mttstssipp« State Univorsiry

1

2

Oaniei Slowe Botanical Garden

2

2

8
Q
to

t

1

'

1

2

2

2

1

2

1

t

t

2

2

2

t

2

The Oawes Artxxetum

2

Desert Botancal Garden

2

2

Oottun Area Botancal Garden

2

1

13

Povchild Tropical Garden

2

J

M

^nends of San Luts Obspo Botancal Garden

2

Port Worth Bolane Garden

2

16

FuOerion Art>oretum

2

t

1

t

2

17

Garven Woo(Sar>d Gardens

2

t

1

2

2

ta

Harry P Leu Gardens

1

t

1

2

2

19

Hersftey Gardens

2

2

•

1

20

Ktehm Artioretum & Botanic Gardens

2

1

2

2
1

21

Lady Bird Johnson Wiidtlower Center

2

1

1

2

22

McKee Botancal Garden (ur>der resioration»

2

t

1

1

2

23

Morton ArtMretum

2

1

t

2

2

24

Mounts Botancal Garden

2

1

1

2

2

25

Norfolk Botartcai Garden

2

t

2

2

1

26

Otjncn Botanical Gardens

2

1

1

1

2

27

Ortand E. Whue Arboretum

2

28

Reeves-Re«d Art>ore(um

2

2

t

1

t

25

Ro GrarxJe Botaruc Garden

2

1

1

t

2

30

Totwno Chul Park

2

t

t

t

2

31

T ucson Botanical Garden

2

t

t

2

t

32

Unrversity of W tsconstfi Artxxerum

t

t

1

2

2

33

Utah Botarucal Center

2

t

t

!

2
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Director Interviews with
Master Plans

1
2
3
4

Adluns ArOoretum. Th«
Artxyetum Th«. UnMerstfy

C«ntral riondi

B*rhsrMr» Bolamcai Garden
Eenv

^orxi

Ak>«i« Garden

26

27

How oftan is the
Do you toel the quality
maatar plan updaiad
of th« graphica in
(2- Every 3-20 years, t
your matter plan
Afinually> 0- As
impacts th« uae ol it?
Naadad)?

2

28

2
0

2

0

30

How often is the
maslar plan lewiawad
Is the mission
(2-Monthly. regularty. Ooaa tha garden hava
statement included in
a miaaion atalamant?
or SaasonaUy. Ithe master plan?
WaaUy. 0-As
Naadsd)?

t

T

29

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

5

Cedar VjleyAr^eium & Botanic Garo«ns

1

2

2

2

6

Ch«y«nn« Botanc Gardun

2

1

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

7

Coastal P^ne BotamcaJ Gardens

2

0

8

CrosDy ArQorefum M(s9iss<>p< State Umversity

2

2

9

Oaniel Siovye Botanicai Garden

2

0

t

2

2

to

The Oa-«es Arboretum

1

0

0

2

1

1^

Desert BotaneaJ Garden

2

2

2

2

2

12

OoChan Area Botancal Garden

2

0

'

2

1

13

Fotfctukl TropcaJ Gard^

1

0

0

2

t

14

PnefKis of San LIAS Obspo Botancal Garden

2

2

2

15

Port Worth Botanc Garden

2

0

0

2

2

16

FuOerion ArtMretum

2

t

2

2

2

Garven Woocflar>d Gardens

2

0

0

2

2

Harry P Leu Gardens

2

2

1

2

2

10

Herst>0y Gardens

I

0

2

2

2

20

Kierun Artioretum & Botanic Gardens

2

2

2

2

21

Lady Bird Joftrtson Wildftower Center

2

t

2

2

2

22

McK«« Botarucal Garden (undef resicratnnj

2

2

2

2

2

23

Morton ArOoretum

2

0

1

2

2

24

lilounis Botancal Garden

2

2

0

2

2

25

Norfolk Botarucal Garden

t

0

0

2

t

26

Ofcrch Botanical Gardens

t

0

2

2

2

27

Ortand E. White ArMretum

2

2

2

2

29

Re«v«8-R««d Art}Or«tum

t

2

2

2

t

29

no Grande Botanic Garden

2

0

0

2

2

30

ToftOTM Chul Parfc

t

2

2

0

2

2

2

2

t

t

2

1

18

3t

Tucson Botarwcai Garden

0

32

UrtMrsity ot Wsconsvi Arboretum

2

33

Utah Botartcal Center

2

0

I 16
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Director Interviews with
Master Plans

31

32

How important do you
Do you feel budgaf
fael th» miaaion
inRuancaa tha maatar
statamant is in tha
plan (2-yaa. Imaatar plan? (2-«affy.
•omawftaL
at
1-aomawhaL (Vnot at
all)?
all)

33

34

35

la tha maatar plan
your moat affactnia
planning tool?

la tha stracagic plan
your moat affacova
planning tool?

Are maatmga your
moat affactiva
plannirtg tool?

1

t

Adhms Aitxyerum. Trt«

2

2

2

2

A/Ooretum. Th«. Untversity of Central Fionda

2

2

2

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

Bocinic^ Garden

3
4

B^ny Ford A^oe Garosn

1

1

•

1

1

3

Cd<3ar VaBify Art>ordtum & Botanic Gardens

2

1

2

1

1

6

Chev«nne Botanic Garden

2

2

;

Coastal Maine Botancal Gardens

1

1

1

1

2

8

Croefiy ArOorecum. Msstssopi State Umvefsir/

2

1

2

;

•

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

9

Daniel

Botanical Garden

10

The Oaw<}S A/twrecum

0

1

1

11

Desert Botancal Garden

2

2

2

^2

Ootfian Area Botancal Garden

1

0

2

n

Pairchild Trepeal Garden

1

1

14

Foenos of San Luts Obopo Bocancai Garden

2

1

1

1

15

Fort Wortti Bocanc Garden

2

2

1

1

16

FuHerton ArOoretum

1

1

2

17

Garven Woodtar>d Gardens

2

2

1

1

1

10

Harry P Leu Gardens

2

2

2

1

1

19

Hersney Gardens

2

1

1

2

1

1

2

1
t

1
1

20

Klenm Aft>oretum & Botanic Gardens

2

1

1

21

Lady Bird Johnson Wildflowrer Center

2

2

2

1

1

22

KArKee Botanical Garden (under restoration)

2

2

2

J

1

23

Morton Ar&oretum

2

2

2

1

1

24

Mounts Botancal Garden

2

1

25

Norfolk Botancal Garden

1

0

1

2

:

26

Obnch Botarucal Gardens

2

1

2

1

27

Ortand E. Wtute Art>oretum

2

2

28

Reeves-Reed Art)oretum

2

1

2

1

29

RIO GrarxJe Botanic Garden

2

30

TohonoChul Park

2

2

2

2

1

31

T ucson Botarucal Garden

2

1

1

2

1

32

Universiiy of Wsconstft Art>oretum

2

1

1

1

1

33

Utah Botancal Center

2

0

2

1

1

I 17
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Director Interviews with
Master Plans

1

Adktns Art>oretum. Th«
ArDoretum. Th«. Unrvarsity of Central Ftortda

3

B«fksh«e Botanical Garden

4

Barry Fora Aipna Garden

5

Cedar Valley Art>oretum & Botanic Gardens

6

Cheyenne Botanic Garden
Coastal Maine Botanical Gardens

8

Crosby ArtKxetum. Mississippi State University

9

Oaniel Siowe Botanical Gardsn

10

The Oawes Artxxetum

11

Oeseri Botanical Garden

12

Oo(^an Area Botanical Garden

13

Fairchild Tropcai Garden

14

Fr>ends ot San Luis O&ispo Botanical Garden

15

Fort Worth Botanic Garden

t6

FuOarlon Artxxetum

17

Garven WoodlarKJ Gardens

18

Harry P. Leu Gardens

19

Hershey Gardens

20

Klenm Art>oretum & Botanic Gardens

21

LacJy Bird Johnson Wddttower Canter

22

McKee Botancal Garden (under resiorationi

23

Morton Arboretum

24

Mounts Botancal Garden

25

Norloli Botanical Garden

26

Ofcnch Botancal Gardens

27

Grtar>d E. White Arboretum

26

Reeves-Reed Art>oretum

29

Rio Grar>de Botanc Garden

30

Toftono Chui Park

31

Tucson Botancal Garden

32

Universtfy o( Wisconsin Art>oretum

33

Utah Botancal Canter

Oo you fMl your
mastor plan is
succoMful?

37

38

39

is thsrs an merssM m ts ttisrs sn incrsasa in ts lhars an incraasa m
vtsiUUon?
programs?
•uir?

I 18

APPENDIX D
Interview Questions for Directors without a Master Plan
1. If you had a master plan would you use it for: (A) marketing and fund-raising. (B) the
implementation of future gardens. (C) program development, or (D) other, please
specify.
2. What is the main reason why you do not have a master plan?
3. Who would you involve in the development of your master plan? Staff? The Board?
4. Would you hire a landscape architecture firm to develop your master plan? Out-ofstate or Local?
5. What is currently your most effective planning tool?
6. Does the garden have a mission statement?
7. Would you include your mission statement is in the master plan?
8. Do you feel budget would influence the quality of the master plan?
9. What constitutes a successful master plan?
10. Do you feel master plans are a waste of time? Why?
11. Have you seen any increases or decreases in your visitation rates in the last year. 5
years, or ten years? How many staff?

APPENDIX E
SURVEY RESPONSES:
INSTITUTIONS WITHOUT A MASTER PLAN

120
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Director Interviews without
Master Plans

!

Anoerscn Caroens

2

Aroaetum at Flagstaff. Tne

3

Bickfimauoi: Anxvetum

4

Bctancai Gardens at Asnevriie. The

s

BrocWyn BoCanic Garden

6

BiocMsce

7

Cnamam Coiiege Artwretum

(gardens

1

2

Wliat ttats is ttt*
9Brd»n locaiad in?

3

What region IS ttM
9srtisn locatsd in? (1)
Pscific. (2) imsnof
AftKxstum (1) or
WSSL 0) MkhMSt. (4) Botanical Gartssn (2)
Nonhsnt (S) MidAdsnttc (6) SoutMst

4

5

What IS tt)« Mzs o( ttw
garden (acras)?

Annual Visitation

5

Ta.ooo

RocWord. IL

5

Flagstaff. Anzty^a

2

200

10871

Cfenton. lA

3

14

2500

AsrievMe. r4C

6

to

ro.coo

SrooMyn. New York

4

S2

555452

wr>ea:on. MO

S

2
2

50

300.000

}

32

2300

160

210000

42

55000

2

2

Pittsourgn. PA

5

La Canada FUntndge.
CaAfomia

1

PapaAou. Hawaii

I

2
2

e

Oescanso Garoerts

9

Kawan TropcaJ Bctancai Garden

10

Hotden Artxretum

Kfftiand. OH

S

:

317S

89.000

11

Iowa Artxyetum

Madno. Iowa

3

1

378

19500

12

KaJfTua Gardens of Cofcer Colege

HartsWie. SO

6

2

30

15.000

13

Queens Botarw:al Garden Sodety. tnc.

Flusn*>g. New York

4

2

3S

325455

14

Santa Fe Bc«anicai Garden

2

2

35

1000

IS

Untversity

Santa Cnu. Canfoma

1

T

tso

60000

16

van Ousen Bccarucai Garden

Vancouver. BC

I

2

55

170000

cf

CaMomta Santa Cruz ArtMreo^

Santa

Fe.

NM

121
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Director Interviews without
Master Plans

6

7

8

Gov«mm9 Authority:
Demographics (2)
(4) Nonprofit. (3)
Urttwi: •250.000.
• of Staff (full and part
(1) Suburten: 2Sa000>
Coilo9a/Unfv«r«itv. (2)
time)
50.000.
(0) Rural:.
Wurtiop*!. (1)
Couiity/n«9onaf
saooo

9

10

Opan to ttM PuWic

Would you
pradommantfy uM a
maatar plan for fundraiatng^narlittmg?

Anoerson Gardens

4

7

1

I9&t

2

2

Artxxetum al Ftagsaft. The

4

11

1

1985

1

3

Bicketnaupt ArtMretum

4

2

0

1970

1

4

Botar«cat Gardens al AsneviOe. The

4

2

t

t«t

1

s

Biocwiyn Bolanc Garden

4

:X

2

1910

2

6

8ro(As)de Gardens

1

26

1

1965

2

7

CMinam Coitege ArtMretum

3

4

2

1997

2

8

Descar^so Gardertf

4

57

2

1954

2

9

Hawaii Tropical Botanical Garden

4

15

0

19&4

10

Hoiden A/t>oretum

4

86

1

1950

1

It

Iowa Artxycfum

4

5

0

1981

1

12

Kalrnia Garder« of Cofcer Cof«ge

3

5

0

1935

2

n

Goooos Bo(aocal Garden Sooety. inc.

4

40

2

1948

!

14

Santa Fe Bocanicaf Garden

4

1

1993

2

IS

Univ^ystrY of Caftfomta S«>ta Cruz Artxxenjm

3

9

1

1963

2

16

Van Ousen Botancat Garden

2

28

2

1975

2

122
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Director Interviews without
Master Plans

11

12

ImplMTwntaCion of
futur* gardans?

Program
dtv«topfn«nt?

13

14

15

Oth«r...PlMM
•fMOfy.

(• tfM main r«Mon
wfty th« 9fd«n do»9
not currvTYtty h«v« •
maslor plan bacauM
thagardm is bacaii—
your o4d on* is outdatatf?

Is th« mam raason
wtiy th« gardtn doos
not eurrtntly havs a
maatar plan bacausa
itia gardan is still too
young?

1

Anc)erson Gardens

2

2

t

2

2

Artxxetwn ai Flagstaff. The

1

2

2

T

T

6<cke<r\aucX AfDoretum

2

1

1

;

i

Botanical Gardens al Asnevtiie. The

2

t

1

2

5

BrooMyn BoOtm: G<tf(ien

t

1

2

6

Broofc&de Gardens

2

1

1

1

7

Chatham CoAege Art)oretum

2

2

X

2

8

O«scanso Gardens

t

2

2

T

9

Hawaii Troccal Bcnamcat Garden

1

!

10

HokSen Amoretun

2

t

2

t

11

Iowa ArOoretum

2

!

1

T

12

Kainwa Garderts ot Coker Cotoge

2

2

1

1

13

Queers Botancal Garden Socety. Irx:.

2

1

2

1

T

2

Larxsscaoe Studies

Wil help us wnie our
business plan.

14

Santa Fe Bocarvcal Garden

2

1

IS

Unfversity ot CaMtomia Santa Cna An>aretum

1

1

2

1

16

Van Ousen Bctancai Garden

t

1

t

1

2- y*s t. nc iCi rxrfntncai

• trto

Director Interviews without
Master Plans

15

16

Is the mam r«Mon
vftiy ttM gartlvn dovt
rK>t currtntty h«v« a
mnter plan tMcauM
you tmt you do noc
rwed one?

is ths msin rssson
wfty ths gsrdtn doM
not currsntfy h*v« a
meeter plan bsceuse
of not •nough tirm
and monsy?

15

16

17

Would you hire s
Lsr«dacaps
archilscturs firm to
prspars your maitsr
plan?

Local <1} or national
(2) firm?

Would you involva tha
staff in tha
development of your
master plan?

J

Anderson Gardens

1

t

2

2

2

2

Ar&orefum at Fiaostatl. The

1

1

2

2

2

3

Bickethaux ArtxyeOim

2

t

2

2

1

4

Bo(arucal GardorQ ai A&nevilb). The

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

5

Broofciyn

Garden

6

BrookSKje Gardens

2

t

2

\2

2

7

CriaCham CoSege Artoretum

t

1

2

2

2

8

Oescanso Gardens

1

1

2

1

2

9

Hawau Troccal Bocanical Garden

2

t

2

2

10

hiokjen Arooretum

1

1

2

2

11

Iowa ArOoretum

2

2

2

2

12

Kaima Garderv ot Coker Cdege

!

2

2

1

2

13

Queens Bocancal Garden Sociefy. inc.

1

1

2

1

2

14

Santa Fe Botancai Garden

1

2

1

2

15

Urwersity ot Cabforraa Santa Cmz Aroorecum

\

1

2

2

2

16

Van Ousen Bo(anK:a< Garden

1

2

2

T

2

124
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Director Interviews without
Master Plans

18

19

20

Would you involv* th« Would you involv* iti«
Is tha stratagic plan
community in tfw
Board in tha
your moat affactiva
d«v«<opm*nt of your developmant of your
planning tool?
nmtvr plan?
mMtar plan?

21

22

Ara maatingt your
moat affactiva
plaitning (oof?

What la your moat
affactnra planning tool
ochar man tfta
•tmagie plan A
maatinga?

Mi&sion statement

Anderson GarOens

T

2

1

2

2

Artxyetum at FtaQStaft. The

2

2

1

2

3

BicKeffiauDt Artxyetum

1

2

1

1

No Dtarvwng dor>e here

4

Botamcai Gardens at Asnevitie. The

t

'

t

1

Ecoiogcal Theme Plan

s

BiOCMJ\Ti Botanic Garoen

t

2

:

t

Programmafic Long
Pange Ptan

6

BrooksiOG Gar(3er«

1

t

2

1

7
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